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CHAPTER 1

THE BEGINNINGS OF USGNIR RND THE REISLEV HOUSE

Usonia

The Roland and Ronny Reisley house, 1951, luas built In a

residential community named Usonia in the tomn of Mount

Pleasant In UJestchester County, New Vork, approKimately thirty

miles north of Neuj Vork City. Frank Lloyd UJright (1867-1959)

borrowed the name "Usonia " from a term inuented by the ujriter

Samuel Butler. R feature story about Usonia uihich in Toivn and

Country Planning, 1954, includes a reference to the origins of the

ujord. Priscilla Henken eKplains,

The name was the gift of Samuel Butler, who In order to

distinguish the citizens of the United States from other
Rmericans on both continents, gaue them the name of
Usonians....(U-United, S-States, 0-Of, N-North, R-Rmerica,
and the I for euphony.) Mr. UJright used the name to describe
his house for the auerage Rmerican, or Usonian-that house
whose principles haue become a Icind of ten commandments
to modern architects euerywhere.^

RIthough residents came to knoui the community as simply

"Usonia," UJright actually gaue the project the official name

"Usonia II." Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer includes a description of

"Usonia 1
1" in a discussion of the Sol Friedman house, 1948, in

Frank Lloyd UJright Monograph. "In Pleasantuille, Neui Vork, in a

1 Priscilla J. Henken, "R "Broad-acre" Project," Town and Country Planning
(U. 23, June 1954). p. 294-295.





beautifully situated tract of ujoods, " Pfeiffer writes, Mr. UJright

made a similar proposal for a group of clients as he did in

Lansing, Michigan, a decade earlier. He called the Lansing

project for seuen teachers' houses "Usonia," and called this

neuier scheme "Usonia II.
"2

Usonia Luas concelued as a cooperatiue housing plan consisting

of partly custom-made houses designed for middle-Income

families. LUright's role inuolued superuising the physical layout

of the community during Its Initial planning phase and eKecuting

designs for seueral buildings.

Dauid Henken, the principal founder of Usonia and a former

apprentice to UJright, was an engineer by trade. Henken is

largely responsible for the cooperatiue uenture's success In

getting off the ground. Other architects and architect-teams

ujho played actiue roles in the initial planning stages of the

community include Robert Bishop, Theodore DlKon Bomer, Kaneji

Domoto, RIden Douj, John Lautner, Raron L. Resnik, Paul

Schiiieiker and UJinston Elting, Charles UJarner and Harold Leeds,

and Marcus LUeston.^ Harold Turner ujas appointed Consultant

Builder of Usonia."^ Turner acted as UJright's Master Builder from

1936-1950.

2 Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer, Frank Lloyd UJright Monograph, UN, 1942-195B
(Tokyo: R.D.R. Edita, c. 1984). p. 236.
3 Realizations of Usonia: Frank Lloyd UJright in Westchester. (Vonkers: a

catalogue published for an eKhibltion at the Hudson Bluer Museum, 3
February through 7 flpril, 1985), p. 14.

^ Turner is likely to haue rilled this position from 1947-1950.
Confirmation needed.





In 1944 Usonia luas incorporated as a Rochdale Cooperatlue

under Neiu Vork state lam.^ Hs established by cooperatlue laiu,

home oLunership meant that residents had to comply luith

certain requirements. One, ownership of land and physical

improuements ujas the responsibility of the cooperatlue

organization. Tujo, residency uias mandatory for membership in

the cooperatlue. Three, each member of the cooperatlue uias

granted a 99-year lease on .85 acres. ^ Four, for euery acre

designated a residential lot, one acre mas set aside for

community lands. This policy created an equal ratio of

deueloped land to free land.'' Fiue, membership In the

cooperatlue ujas limited to a maximum of 50 households. Initial

expenses per family included a one hundred dollar membership

fee and a fiue dollar share from each family member. R fifty

dollar monthly fee, also required of each family, was deposited

into a joint fund created for the cooperatlue. ^ SIk, uoting ujas

conducted according to a democratic system. Each member uias

allomed one uote, independent of the amount In dollars of his or

^ The legal definition of Rochdale Cooperatlue luas not eKamined for this

report. The term has its origins in the Rochdale pioneers, a body of

cooperatiues and Utopian communities which originated in England and
America.
^ This amount was the estimated lot size specified in Frank Lloyd liJright's

original site plan. In oKecution, auerage acreage oKceeded .85,

approKimating one acre.
'^ Building density did not conform to the zoning In place in the
community's site within Mt. Pleasant, fls required by eHisting laws, a

minimum of 5,000 square feet per building lot was mandatory. Legal

OKceptions for cooperatiues may haue been permitted in special cases
(Zoning was not studied for this report).

3 Realizations of Usonia, p. 9.





her inuestment in the cooperatjue. Seuen, all plans of buildings

not designed bg lUrlght required LUrlght's approual prior to

construction. Eight, members mere encouraged to uolunteer In

the building of houses and communitg structures. Recording to

the terms of the cooperatiue contract, construction costs,

including estimates and workmen training, ujere Intended to be

shared among members.

9

The Usonia group purchased the tract of land in Mount Pleasant

in 1947. In a published history of the community ujhich

accompanied an eKhibition at the Hudson Riuer Museum in 1985,

Priscilla Menken described the topography of Usonia as heauiiy

uiooded. "Surrounded on three sides by a pine-tree watershed,

"

the ujife of the founding architect uirote, "that forms a

permanent green belt, it is hilly, rolling, mith pleasant little

brooks, fine old trees as ujell as much nem growth, stone fences

which are remnants of ancient farms (our title search indicated

that the land was originallg the royal grant of LUilliam and Mary

to Frederick Philipse), and abundant small wild life."^o (see lllus.

1 ^2).

UJright's idealized plan of Broadacre City was a model for Usonia.

Both plans haue decentralized spaces, circular lots which are

euenly distributed across the sites with interstitial free lands

between. Priscilla Henken described the site plan of Usonia thus:

9 Realizations of Usonia, p. 14.

^^ Realizations of Usonia, p. 8.





Ouer the ninety-seuen acre site, Mr. IDright threm a circular

geometric pattern. There are fifty-fiue circular plots - one
for each house - of approKimately an acre each. These touch
neighboring sites only at contiguous points, and each group of

siK encircles another circular plot, which is used as a small

park. The little triangular wedges that are left between circles

remain the buffer areas of green. ^^

From the outset of construction in 1944, the cooperatiue

established that a portion of the Joint fund ujould be used for

buildings and resources to be shared by the community, such as

a community house and children's farm uihich mere not eKecuted

(lllus. 3). Seueral loiu-cost materials purchased in bulk include

cypress, "raduct" or ujrought-iron heating pipes used for sub-

floor heating, refrigerators manufactured by General Electric,

fire equipment, and lumber from an army base in North

CarolinaJ^

R community well ujas constructed and a storage tank brought

to the site c. 1948. R pump house built by a group of uolunteer

residents in January, 1949, ujas the first building erected on the

site of Usonia (lllus. 4). Electricity and ujater were installed by

the end of June, 1949.

Considering the uniformity of materials used in building

construction, the houses in Usonia are distinctiue. "Euen though

standards of sizes, materials, and modules were established,

"

^^ Realizations of Usonia, p. 8.

^2 Realizations of Usonia, p. 8, 16.





Priscilla Henken eKplains in Realizations of Usonia, "and there

are many features in common, each house is the only one of its

kind. "^3 Henken points out that each house considers the land,

euen as it distinguishes itself from its neighbor. "Each has been

oriented, " she ujhtes, "ujith sheltering eaues, to let the lorn

ujinter sun stream in and keep the high summer sun out. "i'^

(lllus. 5-8).

Subsequent to the initial planning phase of Usonia, lUright

decided to limit his participation to designs for fiue houses.

Three were actually built: The Sol Friedman house, 1948; the

Edujard and Beatrice Serlin house, 1949; and the Reisley house,

1951. Due to financial struggles, none of the designs for

community buildings mere eKecuted.

The cooperatiue eKperienced a series of setbacks. Recording to

Priscilla Henken, the group misjudged costs. Rnticipating pre-

war figures, they aimed "too high without realizing that houses

would quadruple in cost.""^^ Despite poor estimates, Usonia was

still economically uiable by 1950. In March of that year the

group obtained a mortgage from Knickerbocker Federal Sauings

and Loan Rssociation. Continued financial losses, howeuer,

perpetuated a decision by the majority to adapt a new policy of

^3 Realizations of Usonia, p. 8.

^^ Realizations of Usonia, p. 8.

^^ Realizations of Usonia, p. 9.





priuate OLunership, officially ending the terms of Usonia's

cooperatiue agreementJ^

The Roland and Ronny Reisley house, 1951-1956^^

The plan of the Roland and Ronny Reisley house is based on a

modular grid of 6B degree equilateral triangles measuring four

feet on each sideJ^ The floor space, including the liuing room

ujing of the first phase, 1951, and the bedroom eKtension, 1956,

is roughly 3,2B0 square feet. The foundation consists of a

concrete mat approKimately four inches thick laid ouer broken

stone. LUright used a combination of board and batten cypress

ujalls, held together ujith nails, and natiue rough granite malls.

Both types of construction are load-bearing. Glazing

throughout consists of polished plate glass, 1/4 inch in

thickness. (For general uieujs of eKterior, see lllus. 61-64).

UJright completed final plans for the first building phase of the

Roland and Ronny Reisley house in the fall of 1951. Construction

^^ No date was Identified for the legal change in status from cooperatiue
to priuate ownership. For a brief history of Usonia, see Section 1, page 2

of 4 in RppendiK II of this report (The Frank Lloyd UJright Building
Conseruancy and Catherine J. Goldberg, Properties Database: Completed
Suruey of ttie Roland & Ronny Reisley house).

^^ Information in the following section, including dates, was obtained
from interuiews with Roland Reisley and blue prints of final plans by
UJright in the Reisleys' possession. Blue prints of plans were studied
during a site.

^3 Franic Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Unit System, Sheet No. I of Final

Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.





began in October of 1951 and luas finished in the spring of 1952,

at Luhich time the Reisleys began their residency in the house.

The first phase includes the liuing room, ujorkspace, study,

master bedroom, master bath, and basement (lllus. 9). LUiiliam

RIlin Storrer describes the the 1951 ming as folloius (lllus. 35):

The original structure was a compIeK small-scaled in-line

plan. The main entry is at one end of the carport. R

gallery leads to the side, then doubles back, dropping off
two bed-rooms, one used later as a study, with shallow
cantileuered balcony and terminating in a bathroom with
a special low sink for ease of washing a baby. Off the main
gallery is a stairway leading to a basement with photo-
graphic darkroom and a wine cellar under the bedrooms.
Dining space was to one side of the liuing room, which looks

south ouer a terrace into hilly, wooded countryside.^ ^

In 1955 iUright eKecuted plans for the second phase, uihich

includes a dining room and bedroom eKtension. The dining room

mas designed as an adjoining space to the liuing room, rather

than a separate room cut off by a partition mall. The dining

room and bedroom extension mere begun in 1956 and completed

in June of 1957 (lllus. 10). 20

Final plans indicate that LUright planned the Reisley house

around tmo intersecting unit lines meeting at the center of the

property. The orientation of the house, as originally planned,

mas altered to accommodate the site (See lllus. 35). Storrer

enplains,

^3 LUiiliam RIlin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion (Chicago:
Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 333.
20 The dining room is technically part of the bedroom eKtension, as it was
eKecuted during the same building campaign.

8





This structure mas turned 13 degrees from UJright's site plan
to simplify blasting of the rocky hillside, liiright wanted to

make the addition climb the hilly site, as the Hanna house did,

but that would haue been enpensiue. lUhen challenged by the
Relsleys, "uje don't belieue you can do it, " UJright "snorted,

"

and produced a workable plan. The addition took no notice of

the t3-degree rotation, yet was fitted to the site, at 120

degrees to the original building. ...^^

21 storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion, p. 333.
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CHAPTER 2

MHSTERPIECE BV ARCHITECT RND CLIENT:
A DISTINCTIUE DESIGN FOA A USONIAN HOUSE

The "Aoom for Liuing"

Materials and Design

It Luas Lilrlght's opinion that the liuing room or "room for liuIng"

is the most important room in a house, the heart of the home.

In Tiie Natural House UJright posed the question, "lUhat must we

consider essential noLU?"22 in response he wrote, "LUe must

haue as big a liuing room, ujith as much uista and garden coming

in as me can afford, ujith a fireplace in it, and open bookshelues,

a dining table in the alcoue, benches, and liuing-room tables

built-in: a quiet rug on the floor. "23 rm such features are found

in the Reisleg house liuing room (lllus. 11 & 12).

The combination of cypress and granite is one of the most

striking aspects of the space. In The Frank Lloyd Wright

Companion, Storrer comments on LUrlght's use of materials in the

Reisleg house. "The last of lUright's Pleasantuille projects,"

22 Frank Lloyd UJright, The Natural House [Hew York: Horizon Press,

1 954), p. 88-89.
23 UJright, The Natural House, p. 88-89.
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Storrer lurites, "continues the use of local stone as ttie basic

building material uiith cypress ujood paneling trim.... "24

To date, the mood and stone inside the house are In eKcellent

condition, uirtually unchanged from their original appearances

(lllus. 13, 14, & 15). The newness of the house relatiue to earlier

buildings by UJright, and the Relsleys' continuous maintenance

ouer the years, may account for the integrity of the structure.

Incidentally, the materials UJright employed in construction of

the Usonian houses mere meant to change in outmard

appearance ouer time, euen as they remain in sound condition. R

special Issue of House &ea(/f/Y(// deuoted to UJright, published in

1955, recognizes the timeless quality of UJright's materials: "The

mood becomes more monderful," a passage obserues, "the

masonry more and more like the natural horizontal coursings of

a quarry. "25

The board and batten cypress malls in the liuing room hardly look

four or fiue years old, much less their actual 45 years. Roland

Reisiey remembers a conuersation mith UJright regarding the

changing appearance of cypress as it ages. The architect mas

apparently amare that the mood matures from a honey-bromn

24 UJilliam RIlin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd UJright Companion (Chicago:
Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 333.

25 "The Dramatic Story of Franic Lloyd Wright, " House Beautiful KCUIII
(Nouember 1955), p. 321. Special issue deuoted to UJright.
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color to a grayish color Lulth time. Recording to Reisley, UJright

expected this transformation to occur in the cypress surfaces,

both eKterior and interior, of the Usonian houses. In final plans

he did, houieuer, recommend frequent applications of finish to

interior mood surfaces to maintain their neuj appearances. Rs

indicated In instructiond for finishing luood: "Rll interior wood

surfaces " might be "first treated ujith a coat of one part ujhlte

shellac to one part denatured alcohol. Or If desired by owner, in

place of shellac, one coat satlnlac folloiued by one coat of

Johnson's Paste LUaK buffed to a dull gloss. "^^

Recording to Reisley, LUright did not object to letting the cypress

surfaces become duller mlth time, to an eKtent. It may haue

been lUrlght's intention to let the owner decide the degree of

luster of wall surfaces and built-lns. More frequent applications

of shellac and wan might preuent dulling, but eKcesslue

treatments which produce a high-gloss surface resembling the

sheen of sailing uessel decks were not deemed necessary or

euen desirable. ^^

Interior masonry walls are In good condition, with the enception

of one section of wall on the south side of the liulng room

separating the space from the dining area (See lllus. 15). This

section may haue been re-pointed with a lighter mortar than the

original miK.

2^ Frank Lloyd UJright, Specifications for Painting and Finishing, Sheet No.

4 of Final Pians for the Roland and Ronny Reisiey House, 1951.
2'^ Interuieiu with Roland Reisley, Spring 1996.
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All granite in the Reisley house, gray miKed uiith bromn tones,

mas obtained from a local quarry in LUestchester, Neuj Vork.^B

The same source mas used for the masonry of the other houses

in Usonia (See lllus. 16). Granite, an igneous rock, or mineral

deposited In a molten state, is durable and non-porous. It is

largely mater resistant and can mithstand temperature changes,

making it mell-suited to the northeast region of the United

States.

LUhile gromth of lichens is generally limited to eKterior masonry,

efflorescence can sometimes occur on stone and concrete inside

a building. Efflorescence appears in the form of a mhite, flaky

pomder on a masonry surface. It results from mater-soluble

salts in brick, stone, or concrete, deposited as crystals during

euaporation of mater from masonry surfaces. Efflorescense is

seuere on eKterior surfaces of the Serlin house, 1949 (See lllus.

17). Some efflorescence has occurred on the eKterior malls of

the Reisley house (no image auailable), although none currently

eKists on the granite surfaces inside.

Cracks in stone may allom mater from the outside to penetrate

the mall structure and euaporate on surfaces inside, resulting in

efflorescence. It is therefore important that future

23 Granite ranges in colors depending on its mineral composition. Common
colors include gray, black, brouin, green, buff, pink, and red. Ediuard
Hllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (Neiu Vork: John UJiley &
Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 290.
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maintenance of the Reisley tiouse include regular inspection of

interior masonry surfaces for cracks.

Hpart from the masonry used in mall construction in the lluing

room, stone mas used for construction of the fireplace as mell.

IDrlght considered the hearth to be one of the most defining

architectural features of the liuing room. In describing the

"Nem House," LUrlght traces his inspiration for the central hearth

to his urgent need to eliminate the stuffy parlor fireplace.

instead of lean, brick chimneys bristiing up eueryujhere
to hint at Judgment, I could see necessity for one chimney
only. R broad generous one, or at most two. These kept
low down on gently sloping roofs or perhaps flat roofs. The
big fireplace in the house below became now a place for a
real fire. R real fireplace at that time was entraordinary.
There were mantels instead. R mantel was a marble frame
for a few coals in a grate. Or it was a piece of wooden
furniture with tile stuck in it around the grate, the whole set
slam up against the plastered, papered wall. Insult to
comfort. So the integral fireplace became an important part
of the building itself in the houses I was allowed to build out
there on the prairie. It comforted me to see the fire burning
deep in the solid masonry of the house itself. R feeling that

came to stay.^^

The fireplace in the Reisley house liuing room is constructed of

rough granite (See lllus. 12). The structure shares a masonry

mass mith the fireplace In the study neKt door. The eKteriors of

the tmo adjacent chimneys, aboue liuing room and study, mere

recently re-pointed by a mason named Siluio Ruta of Nem

Rochelle, Nem Vork. Roland Reisley held a consultation mith a

conseruationist, Norman UJeiss (LURSfl), for the purpose of

29 tUright, The Natural House, p. 37.
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determining the appropriate mortar type for the project, both in

composition and color. Reisley reports satisfaction luith the

color of the mortar luhich Luas applied, as luell as approual of

Ruta's luorkmanship. He says the Job more or less matches the

original pointing. ^o

The dimensions of the chimney opening are generous, 24 inches

Liiide by 16 inches deep. Michael Pinkus, the current oujner of

the Eduiard and Beatrice Serlin house, 1949, recently reported

gusts of air entering his house through the liuing room fireplace.

His problem may be the result of a dislocated damper or a

chimney flue which is not operating properly. 31 Roland Reisley

reports no such occurrences in the three fireplaces in the Reisley

house. Rnticipating the possibility of future problems, Reisley

did consider purchasing a copper flue cap for the liuing room

fireplace. In the end he decided against the installation of a flue

cap for aesthetic considerations. 32

Sharing equal importance with the sculptural cypress walls and

rough granite are floor-to-celling polished plate glass windouis

and French doors opening onto a patio at the south facade (lllus.

18 & 19).

30 The HSTM identifies four basic mortar types, ranging from light to daric

gray. Other colors may be deriued from adding pigments to standard
mortar mlK, or by obtaining dry mortar miK luhich is custom-colored.
3^ interuiew with Michael Pinlcus, Spring 1996.

32 interuiew mith Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
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Hs early as the first decade of the 190Qs, lUright mas creating

unprecedented Mght-filled designs, rooms luhich alloiued

eKtraordlnary amounts of sunlight Into the Interior. House

Beautiful, 1955, cites the lluing room of the Ruery Coonley

house, 1906-1908, as an enample of a lluing room by LUright ujlth

broad eKpanses of ujindoujs Inulting the outdoors In. The lluing

room of the Coonley house features French doors on three sides.

Recording to House Beautiful, the openness glues the Impression

of a "grandly spacious " room "ujlth a soaring quality in the

celling lines. "33

The Impression of height Is comparable In the lluing room of the

Relsley house, although the latter room may appear more

sheltered because one uiall only Is glazed. Plate glass

throughout the building, also used In the Friedman and Serlln

houses. Is one-quarter Inch In thickness. Glass panels are

rabbeted Into masonry at seueral locations. Rt other junctures

glass meets glass, forming mitered corners.

The Serlin house has mitered corners also. Condensation Is

persistent In these, especially during the ujinter months. 3"^

Roland Relsley reports little condensation in the lluing room

ujIndoujs of the Relsley house. Homeuer, in c. 1980 Relsley

replaced all original glass In the luest ujalis of the study and

master bedroom lulth thermal ujlndoius. Relsley says that the

33 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 274.
3'^ Site uisit to the Serlin house, Spring 1996.
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new luindoujs haue eliminated the condensation he started to

notice in these tiuo rooms ouer a decade ago. One disaduantage

of thermal Lulndouis Is fogging, uihich can occur In the uacuumed

space inbetiueen glass panels on auerage of ten gears after

installation. Rnother draiuback Is a slightly purplish hue ujhich

causes the ujindoms to appear different in color from the

entirely transparent plate glass originallg installed by IDrlght.

Fading of built-in furniture and teKtiles from sun eKposure is a

potential danger of the large uiindoiu-area to wall ratio in the

Reisley house, especially in the lluing room. Roland Reisleg

admits that he and Mrs. Reisley prefer to keep curtains dramn

back from ujindoujs at all times throughout the house, so that

they may enjoy a light-filled atmosphere wheneuer possible.

Judging from their deep amber color, mood surfaces of built-ins

haue been little damaged from sun enposure thus far. Their

good condition may be the result of some or other protectiue

element in the shellac or ujaK finish used on the furniture. ^^

Solid-colored teKtiles mith large surface areas prone to fading

are nomhere to be found in the Reisley house liuing room. For

enample, seat cushions are a neutral oatmeal color. One

eKception is a once-gold heKagonal rug designed for the liuing

room by Mildred Resnik, a Usonia resident and tentile designer.

The shag has faded considerably to a light putty color (lllus. 28).

3^ The eKistence of an ingredient in the finish which protects against sun
damage is conjectural.
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Installing Luindoms uilth ultrauiolet protection may reduce

damage from sun enposure. There Is a noticeable difference In

appearance, homeuer, betujeen glass ujlth u.u. protection and

the plate glass UJrlght used throughout the house. The former Is

treated mlth a special finish ujhich glues off a purplish tone,

ujhereas the latter Is entirely translucent. Damage from sun

exposure ujill be best preuented by closing curtains ouer

uiindoujs during hours of high sun eKposure and times ujhen

rooms are not in use. LUhile surfaces are in fair, euen good

condition at present, protectiue measures uiill be necessary in

the future.

Furniture Designs and Plays on Geometry

Materials aside, the liuing room of the Reisley house imparts an

appearance of mouement created in the angularities of its plan

and the placement of furniture ujithin it. The theme of the

heKagon is played out in the shape of the room itself (See lllus. 9

& 10), the custom-designed liuing room rug, the loosely placed

uelour-upholstered hassocks^^ (lllus. 21), and tiuo teak half-

heKagon tables fabricated by furniture designer Paul Bechtold of

Neuj Vork (See lllus. 19), to name four enamples.

Such repetition demonstrates LUright's skill at manipulating

geometries, specifically his talent for creating "little

36 Maker unknown.
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rhythms. "37 The eye is draiun around the room, not permitted to

rest at any one location. Rather, it is coaKed back and forth

from the periphery to the center lulth its blue heKayon floatiny

in a sea of pale ruy. Each angular object contributes to the non-

static appearance of the room, as lUright insisted that all be

"contained in contentment luithin the architectural structure,

for it is the dominant factor in our manmade enuironment. "^s

The complimentary colors of russet and green on the hassocks,

set upon the stage of the blue-bordered rug (See lllus. 21), is a

particularly striking eKample of UJright's manipulation of color

and geometry to create an Illusion of mouement with furniture.

The contrast of red and green is almost startling-Stimulating,

really. The obseruer looks from one piece to the other, then

back again, marueling at their similarity and obulous difference.

The mouement is charged ujlth energy, contained ujithin the blue

border of the rug as If it held a magnetic field.

The liuing room of the Reisley house features more traditional

"UJrightian " furniture as ujell as distinctiue designs in innouatiue

colors, such as the hassocks. To cite one eKample of a classic

design, the built-in seating unit uiith open shelues is a prolific

feature in LUright's liuing rooms. The unit in the liuing room at

Taliesin East, featured in House Beautiful, 1955, reflects UJright's

personal affinity for a designated reading spot within the liuing

^^ House Beautiful HC\}\\\, p. 362.
38 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 362.
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area. Neither uery large nor uery costly, " the article eKplains,

it "has a splendid sense of light and air in ujhich lUright places a

calm and sheltered coue of loui couches, cushions, tables and

books. "39

LUright furnishes the liuing room of the Reisley house uiith a

similar built-in seat on a smaller scale. Follouiing the same

principle of creating intimate space, the master situates the

"reading nook" in the liuing room along a ujindoiuless ujall ujhich

is continuous luith the hearth. Open shelues project aboue ujhat

appears to be a couch. The unit is actually multiple seating,

consisting of three separate plyujood units. Roland Reisley

eKplained that LUright originally designed the piece as one

continuous seat luith a single cushion. Preferring multiple

seating, the Reisleys requested that lUright modify the design to

consist of three indiuidual units separated mith plyujood

diuiders, each unit fitted with a remouable foam cushion.'^o Rn

attached end table, concealing a storage compartment ujithin

(See lllus. 29), repeats the theme of the heKagon mhile prouiding

a generous surface area for reading materials.

LUright designed a coffee table to accompany the built-in seat

and shelues (See lllus. 20). Similar in construction to the table

designed for the dining nook (See Dining Rrea), the top is a long,

louj slab uiith beueled ends, pieced together from four boards

39 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 265.
^^ Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997. The reasoning behind the

Reisleys' preference for multiple seating was not made clear.
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cut at angles. The table's angled base matches the bases of the

hassocks and that of Paul Bechtold's ttuo half-heKagon tables.

The free-standing furniture In the liuing room luhich uias not

designed bg LUright is outiuardlg lilrightian in spirit. Tluo

GKamples luhich embodg the master's design principles are the

side tables bg Bechtold (See lllus. 11 &19)-liiright designed a

single-plank table in the shape of a heKagon at Taliesin East,

similar in concept to these-and tiuo easg chairs along the south

luindouied luall beside the fireplace. The chairs are sturdg,

functional, and designed ujith seats inclined backujard for

comfortable reclining. Recording to LUright, "The onig attractiue

posture of relaKation is that of reclining. So I think the ideal

chair is one luhich luould allouj the mould-be 'sitter" to

gracefullg recline." Tgpical of chairs bg UJright, their frames are

undecorated, constructed of natural mood mithout paint or

turning. (See lllus. \2)^^

H room diuider mith built-in seat bg Mildred Resnik, mho is

credited mith the design of the heKagonal rug also, separates

the liuing room from the dining area (See lllus. 25 & 26).

Resnik's seat-and-storage-cabinet-in-one resembles built-in

furniture bg LUright himself, both in ouerall design and use of

pigmood construction (See lllus. 27). The three foam cushions

match the cushions on LUright's built-in seat at the opposite end

of the room bg the fireplace (See lllus. 23). H teak-ueneered end

"^^ UJright, The Natural House, p. I7B.
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table luith tiuo leuels, continuous mith a storage cabinet on the

dining room side of the piece (See lllus. 25 and 28), is similar to a

heKagonal table attached to LUright's built-in seat, and also

constructed ujith a teak surface (lllus. 29). Recording to Reisleg,

table tops throughout the liuing room are finished u;lth teak

ueneer, gluing the surfaces a uniform appearance. The ueneer

consists of one-half inch teak bonded to a thicker sheet of

redujood.

lUright's recommendations for treating Interior cgpress in the

Reisleg house included application of a finish to mood surfaces

consisting of one part luhite shellac to one part denatured

alcohol, or as an alternatiue to shellac, one coat of "satinlac
"

folloujed by one coat of Johnson's Paste UJaK. Rs indicated In

plans, surfaces should be "buffed to a dull gloss. '"^^

Euen In the case of diligent homeoiuners such as Roland and

Ronng Reisleg, regular dustings do not entirely eliminate the

build-up of residues on luood surfaces ouer time. Roland Reisleg

recently employed Tom Gentle, a furniture restoration specialist

who is ujell known among UJright preseruationists for his skill at

refinishing luood surfaces, to restore a free-standing cypress

ueneer bureau in the master bedroom (date of project

unknoujn). Reisley said he strongly recommends seeking

professional assistance in refinishing all UJright-designed

"^2 Frank Lloyd UJright, Specifications for Painting and Finishing, Sheet No.

4 of Finai Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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furniture as an alternatiue to "home treatments, " some of uihich

can permanently damage surfaces. Proper refinishing of

furniture is especiallg important In the liuing room of the Reisley

house, Luhere the total area of mood surfaces is great.

Decoratiue Rrts and the Role of Color

Collectiuely, the small objects luhlch decorate the liuing room of

the Reisley house haue as great an impact on the room as the

furniture. The Relsleys haue created areas of uisual interest by

introducing clusters of decoratiue arts to the Interior, carefully

arranging the objects luithout cluttering the space. One such

group occupies the room diuider uilth built-in seat designed by

Mildred Resnik. BoujIs of glass, lacquer, slluer, luood and china,

together lulth a feline statuette and a small green house plant,

are displayed on a tuio-tiered table built into the diuider (lllus.

25).

LUrlght created uisual Interest through manipulation of color as

luell as geometry. Recording to the oujners, all objects and

artujork currently in place in the liuing room mere collected ouer

the years, independent of UJright.'^^ consciously or not, their

choices reflect the architect's Increasing preference for brighter

colors during the late phase of his career. Recording to Dauid G.

De Long, Lilrlght's transitional years beginning in the second

decade of the tmentleth century sam the introduction of uiuld

"^3 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
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colors in interiors. "The predominant broiuns and autumnal

tones of his early interiors, " De Long lurites, "were more

frequently enhanced by brighter colors. '"^"^

Shades of red, broiun, green and natural tones of ujhite feature

prominently in the liulng room, seen in the eKamples of the

hassocks (lllus. 21), assorted patchmork throui pilloujs (lllus. 22

& 25), a ujooden dish painted red (lllus. 24), ujhite china bomls

ujith delicate painted patterns in blue and red (lllus. 25), and

uarious leafy green house plants (See lllus. 19 and 25).

Like larger pieces in the room, such as the green and red

hassocks, smaller decoratiue arts objects collectiuely form a

colorful entourage which, interestingly, appears non-stationary.

The large-area rug and neutral cushions on the built-ins prouide

a quiet background for the dozens of ornamental objects, for

eKample the china boiuls mith red and blue paint and shining

brass candle holders which inhabit the teak surfaces of the

furniture, and seem to migrate across them (See lllus. 25). In

the Reisley house, than, the Reisleys and UJright haue

manipulated shapes and colors to create mouement and

eliminate monotony, n passage In House Beautiful, 1955,

describes Uiright's skill at doing Just this: "LLJhateuer he [UJright]

likes, he makes a place for.. .playing the teKture and form of one

^"^ Dauid G. De Long, "The Place of Objects: Frank Lloyd Wright's Rttitudes

Towards Interior Design and the Decoratiue Rrts," Frank Lloyd Wright
Newsletter, The Frank Lloyd UJright Rssoclation, Oak Park, IL (Second
quarter 1979), p. 15.
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object against another, of contrasting a large object luith a

smaller one, pitting red against blue and black.... '"^^

In the case of most clients, LUright preferred his oiun designs to

oiuner-chosen objects. In The Natural House he Lurote,

Rs for objects of art in the house, euen in that early day
they Luere betes noires of the neuj simplicity. If well
chosen, all right. But only if each were properly digested
by the whole.. ..Better in general to design all as integral

features.46

Bg 1955 UJrlght Luas producing his own lines of accessories Luhich

he hoped mould replace fussy designs by manufacturers such as

LenoK. LUhen LUright ujasn't designing objects for clients, he was

knoiun to peruse arts and crafts stores for knick-knacks he

judged to be appropriate in his rooms. Rs reported in House

Beautiful, "[LUright] buys them [the objects] from artist-

craftsmen through shops like Rmerica House and U.C. Morris....He

likes ujooden bowls and platters when the wood-grain enriches

both form and shape (See lllus. 29). He likes basketry (See lllus.

20)-Uictorian, Rmerican, Indian, modern Italian or

Japanese.... "47

The Reisley house is filled with non-LUright-designed, euen non-

LUright-chosen, objects collected ouer the years by Mr. and Mrs.

Reisley. Remarkably, these reflect the Reisleys' indluidual

45 House Beautiful HCUIII, p. 362.
46 lUright, The Natural House, p. 42-43.
"^^ House BeautifulKCUWl, p. 260.
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home-decorating flair uihile managing to assimilate entireig into

UJright's preferred genre of decoratiue arts. lUhere some clients

Luere concerned, as the Reislegs are proof, it appears that

LUrlght luas more lenient than his luords of decorating caution

suggest. It is likelg that LUright would haue ranked the majoritg

of objects in the Relsleg house liuing room among the "ujell

chosen," according to his definition in The Natural House.

Ten tiles in the Liuing Room

The Reislegs were allomed free reign in choice of teKtiles as well

as household objects. Roland and Ronny Reisley, and not UJright,

chose all of the teKtiles currently in place in the house. "^^ The

liuing room rug bg Mildred Resnik, preuiously mentioned (See

lllus. 20), is similar to a rug in the liuing room at Taliesin East.

Recording to Roland Reisley, Mrs. Reisley had input in the design

of the rug.

Storrer considered the liuing room rug significant enough to

mention it in The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion. The reference

to the rug in that source, houieuer, contradicts Roland Reislegs

history of its fabrication. "The floor is couered by a heKagonal

rug of unequal sides," Storrer reports, "made to lUright's design

in Singapore. ""^3 Storrer's statement that LUright designed the

rug is contrarg to Reislegs assertion that Mildred Resnik is

^3 Interuieiu with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
"^3 Uliiliam RIlin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion (Chicago:

Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 333.
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responsible for its design. Its supposed Singapore origins mag

indicate that Mrs. Relsleg and Resnik did design the rug, but that

it uias fabricated abroad, perhaps for the purpose of reducing

labor costs.

Rssuming that Mrs. Reisleg and Mildred Resnik are responsible

for the design of the rug, their instincts mere eKemplary.

Similar to teKtile designs by LUrlght, the design ujas concerned of

as tujo-dlmenslonal in Its surface patterns, hauing "no Illusion of

perspectlue...meant to lie flat ulsuallg or against any plane

surface. "^0 The rug manages to be bold and unobtrusiue In the

space, yet at the same time a defining feature of the room.

Smaller teKtIles appear casual. Seueral throm pilloius uilth

patterns of triangles and rectangles (See lllus. 22 & 23), look as

If they mere tossed there as an afterthought. Vet euerg

material, euen as seemingly unimportant as the pilloms' red and

broujn fabric lulth orthogonal shapes, is mouen into the

geometric uihole of the room. Hs noted In House Beautiful,

LUright's choice of teKtIles are "organic In character; that is,

teKtures and patterns that sympathize In their omn design and

construction mith the design and construction of the particular

house they occupy and embellish. "^^

50 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 284.
5^ UJright, The Natural House, p. 1 70.
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Dining Rrea

Cypress surfaces In the dining room are the most striking aspect

of the space. Board and batten Luaiis and a board and batten

celling outfitted ujlth triangular recessed lighting (lllus. 50)-

liiright belieued that artificial lighting should be an integral part

of the house-form a continues surface interrupted only by the

gentle profile of a built-in buffet along the east mall, also of

cypress (lllus. 31).

The room diuider designed by Mildred Resnik has storage

cabinets on the side facing the dining room (See lllus. 32). The

piece effectiuely differentiates dining area from liulng space.

Constructed of cypress as u;ell, it also serues to unify the dining

area materially.

The use of terrazzo flooring in the dining room (lllus. 33) and

bedroom eKtenslon shouis lUrlght's ujlllingness to depart from

standard materials for Usonlan houses, euen uihere an important

construction detail uias concerned. The Relsleys chose terrazzo

as an alternatiue to concrete throughout the eKtenslon.

The contrast betmeen the mottled, reflectiue surface of the

terrazzo and the uniform matte finish of the concrete, most

apparent at the threshold of the eKtenslon, is a difference

ujorthy of notice. The terrazzo is a deep crimson color ujhich Is
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slightly dull in appearance, in spite of its polished surface. It is

possible that the terrazzo uias not intended to match the

broiunish-red of the concrete. Incidentally the tuio distinctly-

colored materials, placed side by side, appear to clash. Brass

floor diuiders Inserted betujeen units at lines corresponding uiith

the triangle module grid trim the space ujith festiue metallic

accents and match the brass harduiare of the buffet and room

diuider. The decoratlue use of inlaid brass here is a unique

feature ujhich is appropriate in the space.

Broad uiems to the eKterlor open the dining room to the out-of-

doors, n large picture uiindoiu In the south uiall (lllus. 34) offers

a generous glimpse of green lamn and forest beyond. The patio

along the south facade can be seen through a pair of French

doors, also In the south wall adjacent to the square mindoui (no

image auallable).

Rs originally planned In the 1951 campaign, the dining table was

designed by LUright Luith angled ends to fit into a niche along the

north ujall of the liuing room bordering the workspace (lllus. 35).

R set of open shelues aboue the niche functioned as a screen

separating the liuing room from the workspace. Roland Reisley

enplained that objects used in dining could be passed between

the two spaces during meals. The shelues also prouided

additional surface area for dishes. "For the seruantless

housewife," House Beautiful describes lUrlght-designed kitchens.
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LUright "opened the kitchen to make it an integral part of the

house so that she luould not be OKiled from familg life.
"^^

The original dining nook in the lluing room luas replaced Luith a

neuj, larger dining area in the 1956 uiing (lllus. 36). H board and

batten partition Luall luas constructed behind the open shelues

to create a barrier betmeen liuing room and uiorkspace (lllus.

37).53

LUright's original furniture plans for the dining room included

sturdg, louj-backed heKagonal chairs to match the dining table.

The eKpense of fabricating these, houieuer, Luas prohibitiue to

the Reisleys. Roland Reisley recalls LUright remarking, "LUhy

don't you kids go out and buy some nice Danish chairs?

"

Folloujing the suggestion, he and Mrs. Reisley chose siK blue-

upholstered chairs manufactured in Denmark. These are

currently in place at the dining table UJright designed for the

1951 dining nook (See lllus. 33), ujhich mas relocated to the neui

space. 54

fl buffet cabinet constructed mith cypress ueneer and a teak top

prouides ample storage space in mhat is currently the dining

area (See lllus. 31). Distinctiue brass butterfly pulls ornament

the piece. 55 The cabinetry and hardware of the diuider by Resnik,

52 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 268.
53 interuieuj with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
5"^ Interuieiu with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
55 Recording to Roland Reisley, this type of hardware may no longer be in

production. Interuieiu with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
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across the table at the opposite end of the dining area, matches

the buffet (See lllus. 28). Both pieces are constructed ujith

cypress ueneer and haue identical brass pulls. Tuio-tiered, half-

heKagon end tables integral mith the diuider flank the central

cabinets, gluing it an open and streamlined appearance (See

lllus. 25 & 26).

The Reisleys haue grouped objects into appealing little clusters,

as demonstrated by the arrangements on the dining table (See

lllus. 33), buffet (lllus. 38), and diuider (See lllus. 15). R

triangular glass dish uihich Roland Reisley purchased from the

U.C. Morris Shop mhile on business in San Francisco occupies

center stage on the table, flanked by three beesLuaK candles of

uarying heights (See lllus. 33). Rmong the dozen or more

objects lining the buffet are a farmhand's bell and hammer, four

triangular prism candles, brass candle holders, a pyramidal

basket filled uiith dried foliage, a gold-colored platter Luith

scalloped edges propped upright against the luall, and a uase of

a material resembling jade (See lllus. 30, 31, & 38). Tuio small

ujooden statues of deer stand before the picture uiindouj

alongside a uase cut from stone containing pussy uiilloujs (See

lllus. 34).

The objects arranged on the diuider across the room are equally

interesting. R tall, slender uiooden pepper mill painted red and

gold shares a corner of the diuider ujith a small house plant and

triangular crystal uase. The three objects are set against a
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section of granite luall tiung uiitti a rectangular print uihich

echoes the uerticaMty of the arrangement (See lllus. 15). R

Luooden nut cracker and bouji, Oriental uase (See lllus. 28), and

glass dish ujith candle holder in its center are spaced at euen

interuals across the surface of the diuider.

The objects decorating the dining room appear diuerse in their

materials and origins. House Beautiful describes LUrlght's

arrangements thus: "They [the objects] go together as if it mere

ineuitable that they should, although they are luidely separated

objects in time, space, and cultures. "^^ Such skillful

combinations are characteristic of interiors decorated by UJright,

but are seldom seen in those decorated by his clients, as in the

case of the Reisley house.

^^ House Beautiful HC\}\\\, p. 361
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UJorkspace

RImost uniuersally, LUright's designs for kitchens are compact

and utilitarian. Euen mhere the spaces are small, they are filled

LUith uisual interest. UJright maintained, "Euerything in the

Usonian kitchen should be (as it may so easily be) modern and

attractiue as such. Because it is incorporated into the liuing

room, the kitchen (workspace) should be Just as charming to be

in or look at as the liuing room-perhaps more so. "^^

The most distinctiue feature of the workspace is the henagonal

ujindouj aboue the sink (lllus. 39). R play on a dominant

geometric theme seen throughout the house, IDright's choice of

ujindoms here is functional as well as decoratiue. The room

requires a large opening, prouided by the heKagon, to permit a

sufficient amount of natural light to enter the closed-in space.

Cabinets with cypress ueneer in the workspace (lllus. 40)

continue the use of wood surfaces, seen in the adjacent liuing

room and dining area. Cabinet doors are fitted with brass piano

type hinges employed in cabinetry throughout the house.

UJright's choice of linoleum for the countertops reflects his

preference for modern materials, especially in kitchens.

RIthough linoleum was not a new material when the workspace

5'' UJright, The Natural House, p. 166.
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mas eKecuted in the 1950s, it luas gaining in popularity as a

durable and affordable surface finish.

Signs of aging are apparent in the workspace. The refrigerator

manufactured by Sears dates to the 1950s. Some appliances,

houieuer, are second generation, such as a cookcing range by

General Electric mhich replaced an original model by Crossley in

c. 1970.

Materials-Cypress, linoleum, and concrete-remain in fair

condition. The cypress ueneer of the cabinets especially has

matured gracefully. Hccording to Reisley, he and Mrs. Reisley

fauored the use of cypress on the workspace cabinets partly

because of its timeless quality.

The greatest drawback of the workspace Is the fact that it is no

longer open to liuing room. Regrettably, the board and batten

partition wall constructed behind the shelues (See lllus. 37)

creates a barrier between the two areas. The cook remains

within earshot of the liuing room, but the possibility of

conuersation between liuing room and kitchen has been

eliminated. The kitchen appears to be adequately comfortable

for OKtensiue cooking, if Mrs. Reisley's frequent use of the space

Is any indication. Recording to Roland Reisley, cooking is a hobby

of Mrs. Reisley's. During a fall uisit to the house, Mrs. Reisley

euen mentioned a Thanksgiuing menu she was planning for

uegetarian dinner guests.
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study

Rt first glance the study appears less remarkable than other

rooms in the Reisley house. The efficiency of its design,

houjeuer, reflects lUright's truly remarkable skill at creating

liuable arrangements for compact rooms. Until 1956 the study

ujas used as a second bedroom in the original 1951 ujing. Rfter

the extension uias completed fiue years later, the space ujas no

longer needed as a bedroom.

The double upholstered seat immediately to the right of the door

of the study is roomy and designed for comfortable reclining.

The profile of the room creates a setback or mini-alcoue into

ujhich the built-in seat uiith shelues fits snugly (lllus. 41 & 42).

The double sofa is a cozy and inuiting nook for quiet reading or

teleuision ujatching-The fauorite spot of Mr. or Mrs. Reisley,

judging from the assorted reading materials ujhich oftentimes

litter its surface.

UJright cut a niche into the masonry wall on the south side of the

room to hold a 27-inch teleuision set (lllus. 43), eliminating the

need to occupy limited floor space ujith a stand. Euidently,

UJright did not insist on concealing t.u.s. R teleuision set of such

large dimensions ujas not yet auailable on the market in 1951.

Roland Reisley's mork in the electrical and engineering trade,

houieuer, afforded him insider's knowledge that the Raytheon
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Company mould be introducing a 27-inch model in the near

future.

The floor space beneath the teleuislon niche is a sensible place

for a small magazine rack. R smeeping line of uision descends

from the t.u. to the angled stand beloiu, then sidelong to an

upholstered rocker uiith a soft pattern of circular shapes (See

lllus. 43). R feiii Luell-chosen objects, such as a hand-uiouen

basket perched on a built-in shelf in the stone hearth (lllus. 44),

and a delicate oual footstool with needlepoint upholstery (See

lllus. 42), create a liued-ln atmosphere.

R custom-designed triangular desk is wedged neatly into the far

corner of the room together with a three-legged adaptation of a

Lilindsor chair, complete with triangular seat (See lllus. 42). That

the desk and chair fit perfectly into this grooue is apparent in

the way the corner accommodates the table and compact seat;

both are tucked efficiently Into the angled space. The

arrangement demonstrates LUright's adept space-sauing skills,

his habit of creating innouatiue plans for rooms which do not

conform to the standard orthogon.

In a 1979 issue of the Frank Lloyd Ufright Newsletter, Dauid G. De

Long suggests guiding principles which may haue influenced

Uiright's design of interiors, specifically his plan for Browne's

Bookstore in Chicago, now demolished. De Long eKplains, "Each

part is considered as contributing to the whole effect and euen
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most moueable accessories are assigned a precise location,

resulting in a fiKitg of parts tfiat reinforces trie peruasiue sense

of unity. "58 in ttie cKample of the study in ttie Reisley house,

free-standing furniture such as the desk, chair and rocker,

rather than being loose and interchangeable like the hassocks

and table halues in the liulng room (See discussion of furniture in

The "Room for Liulng "), occupy flKed positions In the room. The

study is obulously smaller than the commercial space of

Broujne's Bookstore, but the treatment of objects is not entirely

dissimilar to that uihich De Long obserues in the store.

TeKtiles in neutral colors consistent ujlth the reds and natural

tones seen in the liulng room and master bedroom glue the study

a subdued, plush appearance. The material hung as curtains on

the French doors and casement uilndouis, both thermal glass, is

identical to that used for curtains throughout the house. The

Reisleys chose an off-Luhlte material consisting of a broad

teKtured lueaue of square stitches ujhich resembles netting

(lllus. 45). The Reisleys' preference for opened curtains may

account for the beige color of the once-gold carpeting in this

location.

Carpet couers the floor in the hall, study, and master bedroom.

The gold shag resembles llJright's choice of carpet at Taliesin,

although as mentioned aboue, the cut pile has faded to a beige

color. Roland Reisley reports that although the carpet has

58 De Long, p. 12.
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already been replaced once, it may need to be replaced a second

time. The orlylnal carpeting installed in the 195Bs mas replaced

in c. 1989 luith a different brand. The Reisleys tried their best to /

replicate the original, but despite the costliness of the nem

carpet, Roland Reisley admits disappointment at not finding a

better match for the color of the original carpeting. Reisley also

reports difficulties in cleaning the neuj carpet.
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Master Bedroom

fls pertains to both plan and furniture, the master bedroom is

possibly the most conuentional room eKecuted as part of the

1951 campaign. R free-standing rectangular bureau constructed

uiith cypress ueneer, simple and linear in its design, stretches

belouj a series of casement uiindoujs fitted mith thermal glass in

the building's ujest facade uiall. RIso of immediate notice upon

entering the room is an ornamental ujood circle decorating the

center of the casement directly opposite the door (lllus. 46).

Rssorted personal objects lining the surface of the bureau

include uarious small boKes and containers, framed pictures of

family members, (See lllus. 45), and euen a photograph of the

master himself with a wooden cane and top hat. Tuio sets of

closet doors, also finished with cypress plywood, conceal

additional storage space. These are fitted with brass piano-type

hinges and brass pulls similar to those seen in the cabinetry of

the liuing room and dining area (lllus. 47).

H low-to-the-ground built-in bed of cypress occupies a central,

dominating position in the room. Characteristic of LUright's beds,

the headboard of this design is integral with the piece rather

than detachable. Headboard and open shelues directly meet the

masonry structure of the hearth, another instance of wood and

stone joined together in construction (lllus. 48).
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LUright luas predisposed to fabrics dyed in natural colors mith

interesting geometric patterns and distinctiue textures. UJhile

he did not mandate that euery tentile in place in his Interiors be

"home-spun, " LUright did tend toward decorating rooms uiith

organic fabrics. The Reisleys mould be doing the room a seruice

to replace the machine-made bed comforter currently In place

ujlth an organic cotton or ujool blanket which better reflects the

spirit of lUrlght's materials. R heauy wool Rztec blanket with

geometric shapes might be a nice substitute. Perhaps euen a

solid wool or cotton couer would do. The plaid woolen blanket

draped ouer the chair at the hearth side Is a nice decoratlue

detail (lllus. 49).

RIthough the master bedroom does not contain the most

ualuable or interesting objects In the house, such as the artwork

from far-away places displayed In the lluing room, the space

does haue a unique and personalized aspect in keeping with

UJrIght's philosophy of liulng. Rs noted In House Beautiful,

There is a quiet and louely story of enrichment to be told

about the homes of Franic Lloyd UJright. It is the story of
small objects, personal possessions, beautiful and useful
items in the daily life... It is the story of the art of home-
making that is, in itself, a uiork of art.^^

R white plastic digital clock-radio on the built-in night stand

(lllus. 50), a rotary telephone (lllus. 51), and other mass-

manufactured objects In the master bedroom haue a certain

S3 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 259.
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utilitarian charm, euen If they are not beautiful by any stretch

of the imagination. Collectiuely, the objects in UJright's "less

important " spaces share an Rmericaness, a made-in-the-U.S.fl.-

ness, liihich rings true of the Usonian house. "Euery house luorth

considering as a ujork of art must haue a grammar of its oujn,"

Lliright maintained. "HII belongs together; looks luell together

because all together are speaking the same language. "^o

Perhaps the language of the master bedroom, than. Is one of

euery day use, the freedom of the middle-class Hmerican home

oujner rather than the stylized imprisonment of the elite.

60 Wright. The Natural House, p. 181,
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Master Bath

Lljright thought that the functional aspect of the bathroom

should not detract from Its potential for beauty. He belieued

that euery space, no matter houj seemingly unimportant, held a

significant role in the ouerall design of a house. LUright thus

argued that the single bathroom, "for the sake of priuacy

"

should not be "immediately connected to any single bedroom,"

but instead should be a separate, self-contained space.

Bathrooms opening directly into a bedroom ujhich are shared by

more than one person, he maintained, "haue been badly

ouerdone."6i

Rccordingly, LUright located the master bath in the Reisley house

immediately noKt door to the master bedroom, but designed it

as a completely separate space accessed from the hall instead

of the master bedroom (See lllus. 35).

Surfaces in the master bath are consistent ujith materials found

throughout the house, most strikingly seen in the use of board

and batten cypress paneling (lllus. 52). Storrer euen mentions

the cypress-lined shoiuer as a distinctiue feature of the house in

The Frank Lloyd UJright Companion.^^ True to his character,

lUriyht did not fall prey to "fashionable" ueneers of the fifties in

61 UJright. The Natural House, p. 89.
62 UJiiiiam RIlin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion (Chicago:
Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 333.
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designing the master bath of the Reisleg house. "Equallg

impatient mith 'period' paneling or antiseptic luhite enamel,"

House Beautiful noXed, "LUright's bathrooms are aliuags direct,

functional. "63

The room has a triangular plan worked Into the larger

frameujork of the triangle unit module (See lllus. 35). Rs an

alternatiue to standard flKtures (ujhich mould haue been Ill-

suited In the space) LUright Installed a cabinet ujith sink basin in

the shape of a parallelogram, and a half-heKagon bathtub to fit

the corners of the room (See lllus. 35). The rust-colored

heKagon sink bg Kohler Co. is set into a countertop finished with

heKagonal bathroom tiles (lllus. 53); the ensemble is a cleuer

plag on a dominant geometrg found throughout the house.

Euen though the master bath is primarilg a utilitarian space, It

has not escaped Mrs. Reisleg's creatiue touch. Glass perfume

bottles sit prettilg arranged on the counter surface before the

mirror (lllus. 54), another eKample of personal objects behauing

like artwork in a LUright interior. Rs obserued in House Beautiful,

"Because the euergdag useful objects in UJright's homes are

chosen for their beauty, they are not put away behind cupboard

doors, but stand out always In uiew, to be recomposed Into new

groupings and arrangements after euery use. "^"^

63 House Beautiful KCUIII, p. 269.
^"^ House Beautiful HCVIW, p. 260.
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Bedroom EKtension, 1956

RIthough it luas eKecuted fiue years after construction began in

1951, the bedroom extension is part of the original plan of the

Reisley house. Recording to Roland Reisley, mork ujas started in

the fall of 1956. By the spring of 1957 the rooms mere

inhabitable.

Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer notes the folloujing as pertains to the

later building campaign of the bedroom eKtenslon:

Frequently Mr. Wright referred to a house plan, or the addition
to a house plan, as 'Pollywog type'. By this he meant that the
main body of the plan contains, like the main body of the
pollywog itself, the central amenities of the building-liuing,

dining, kitchen, sometimes euen the master bed-room and bath,

with the tail reserued for children's bedrooms to be built at the
same time or at a later date. ...by planning, from the beginning, for

future eKtensions always possible, the whole opus, when finished,

still has a cohesiue and organic quality. The Roland Reisley house is

just such a case, the original plan compact yet fleKible, the later

addition of three bedrooms, bath and playroom simply eKtending

as a natural projection.^^

Rs originally planned In 1951, UJright designed the bedroom

eKtenslon to consist of three bedrooms, one playroom, and tiuo-

and-one-half baths, as described in the passage aboue (See

lllus. 35). The design mas subsequently modified to eliminate

the playroom at the east end termination, replacing it mith a

fourth bedroom and storage area in the same location. Rs built,

65 Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer, Frank Lloyd Wright Monograph, UNI, 1951-1959
(Tokyo: R.D.R. Edita, c. 1984), p. 4.
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the space originally intended as a playroom luas subdiuided uiith

a partition luali to create a seruant's room and a malk-ln storage

closet.

lUlth the eKceptlon of a failure in the underfloor heating system,

Luhich until recently fiKed ujas non-operational, (See Rppendin:

Heating, Uentllating, and Rir Conditioning, 155B0) the Reisleys

are satisfied ujlth the bedroom eKtension. Roland Reisley says

that although the rooms completed during the first building

program in 1951 make up the primary liuing space in the house,

the addition of the bedroom eKtension prouides needed room for

guests and other actiuities. Reisley has conuerted one room into

a home-office, ujhere he Is currently ujriting a documentary

about Usonia.
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Conclusion

The Reisley house as a Unique Case Study of a Usonian house

The Reisleys' status as original UJright clients, and full-time

residents and oujners of the Reisley house since the completion

of the first building campaign in 1951, makes the property a

unique case study of a Usonian house. To date, most if not all

suruiuing Usonian houses built by UJright during the late phase of

his career are occupied by second or third generation oumers.

Roland Reisley is a member of the Frank Lloyd LUright Building

Conseruancy and a prominent figure among UJright

preseruationists. Reisley is presently ujriting a documentary on

the history of Usonia II, uihich he plans to publish in the near

future. Outside of frequent participation in conferences and

seminars dealing ujith the preseruation of UJright properties, and

independent scholarship, Reisley has been working ujith the

Frank Lloyd UJright Building Conseruancy to research legal

measures ujhich may be implemented to preuent future changes

to the Reisley house uihich may detract from its authenticity as

a unique uiork by UJright.
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Landmark Status and Easements

Landmark status and preseruation easements are tiuo legal

auenues currently being Inuestlgated to achleue the goal of

sustaining the authenticity of the property. Unless a UJright

property is listed on a local register of historic places-IUhich

may afford it protection by a local Historical Commission-No

legal measures are readily auailable to preuent alterations. Rs

is the case ujith all historic properties, houses by UJright

included, National Register status does not prohibit such changes

from being implemented.

I interuieujed Roland Reisley and Stephan Nagle of the law

Offices of Steuen Small in Boston regarding easements as they

can be used to preuent future changes to the Reisley house.

Nagle is a member of the Frank Lloyd UJright Building

Conseruancy ujho is knoiuledgeable in the field of real estate

lauj as it applies to historic preseruation. The Enecutiue Director

of the Conseruancy, Sara-Rnn Briggs, has ujorked closely uiith

Nagle. Recording to Reisley and Nagle, easements are a

potentially uiable tool for preuenting changes to both the

eKterior and interior of the Reisley house. lUhen donated to an

organization such as the Conseruancy by a property owner, an

easement may stipulate changes ujhich are permissible in the

future. Easement donations are aduantageous to owners, too,

Luho may be eligible for taK credits from their donations.
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In terms of real estate dollars, there is a danger associated uiith

easement status. The ualue of a property often decreases luhen

prospectiue buyers perceiue the Impossibility of making

improuements uihich ujill increase that property's market ualue

in the future. Despite this real drawback, I recommend

obtaining easements ujhereuer possible ujhich ujill stipulate

against changes to both the eKterior and interior of the Reisley

house ujhich may detract from the building's authenticity, as

easements are an effectiue and long-term means of setting into

place measures uihich ujill preuent such alterations.

Future Ownership Status

1 was not able to recommend a specific future course of

ownership for the Reisley house as a conclusion to this study.

For the purpose of eualuating the successes and failures of

administration of other Usonian properties by UJright, I chose

the Isadore J. and Lucille Zimmerman house in Manchester, New

Hampshire, 1950, and the Pope-Leighey house in Falls Church,

Uirginia, 1940, as case studies for eKamining the care and

maintenance of other Usonian properties.

I concluded from studying the Zimmerman and Pope-Leighey

houses that eKclusiue ownership and management of the Relsleg

house by a non-profit organization, such as in the case of the

Currier Gallery of Rrt's administration of the Zimmerman house
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since 1988, mould result in a loss of the "llued-in " aspect of the

Relsley house so uital to its authenticity-Its authenticity being

not the building's significance as a material ujork by LUright only,

but equally important, its embodiment of the Usonian way of life

ujhich LUright as a uisionary promoted. Discontinued use of the

Zimmerman house as a priuate residence may reduce stress to

the building fabric, specifically ujhere mear and tear on interior

fabric occurs from continued day-to-day use, but terminated

priuate oujnership status has resulted in a permanent loss of the

property's historic character. The Zimmerman house thus

suruiues as an authentic ujork by LUright, but can no longer

qualify, in the true sense, as a Usonian home because it is not

liued-in as lUright intended the Usonian houses to be. I do not

recommend a similar future for the Reisley house.

Rn agreement resembling the joint ownership arrangement

betmeen the National Trust for Historic Preseruation and

Marjorie Leighey, uihereby Mrs. Leighey uias allomed to remain

in residence on the property ujith restrictiue conditions in

exchange for ongoing maintenance, will be a better solution for

the Reisley house. Continued use of the property as a priuate

residence, at the uery least on a part-time basis, is a crucial

criterion for sustaining the "liued-in " aspect of the house and

continuing its history as an authentic Usonian design by LUright

intended for priuate residential use.
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RPPENDI»

BUILDING SPECIFICHTIONS AND MHINTENHNCE

Identifying structural and material features of a building and site can

help establish priority issues of a long-term maintenance program,

thereby ensuring that time and resources are directed efficiently toward

the most crucial needs of a property. Published guidelines for preparing

building specifications ujere studied for this report mith the aim of

identifying all important structural and material aspects of the Reisley

house and site for the purpose of beginning a long-term maintenance

program.

The CSI/CSC Masterformat was the principal source used for this end. The

CSI/CSC Masterformat mas deueloped by the Construction Specifications

Institute (CSI) and Construction Specifications Canada (CSC) in 1963.66

The Masterformat ujas chosen for this study aboue other specification-

ujhting guidelines because of the comprehensiue scope of its categories.

Recording to Harold Rosen, who studied specification formats for his

book. Construction Specifications Writing: Principles and Procedures,

The CSI Format for Construction Specifications, uihich

has been updated seueral times since its inception in 1963,

prouides a uniform system for the location of technical

sections uiithin a bound uolume of the project manual

together uiith a fiue-digit permanent number for each

section. The most recent edition of the CSI Format for

Construction Specifications is the Masterformat published

by CSI and CSC (Construction Specifications Canada),^^

66 The copyright owner of the Masterformat is the Construction

Specifications Institute (CSI), RIeKandria, UH.

67 Harold J. Rosen (PE, FCSI) and Tom Heineman (RIR, FCIS, CCS),

Construction Specifications Writing: Principles and Procedures, third

edition (Nem Vork: John UJiley & Sons, 199B) p. 14.
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Outlined beloiu are the major categories in the CSi/CSC Masterformat:

Division 1— General Requirements

OieiB Summary of UJork
01020 Rllowances
01025 Measurement and Payment
01030 RIternates/Rlternatiues
01035 Modification Procedures
01040 Coordination
01050 Field Engineering
01060 Regulatory Requirements
01070 Identification Systems
01090 References
01 100 Special Project Procedures
01200 Project Meetings
01300 Submittals
01400 Quality Control
01500 Construction Facilities and Temporary Controls
01600 Material and Equipment
01650 Facility Startup/Commissioning
01700 Contract Closeout
01800 Maintenance

DiuJsion 2-Siteuiork

02010 Subsurface Inuestigation
02050 Demolition
02100 Site Preparation
02140 Dewatering
02150 Shoring and Underpinning
02160 EKcauation Support Systems
02170 Cofferdams
02200 Earthujork
02300 Tunneling
02350 Piles and Caissons
02450 Railroad Work
02480 Marine UJork
02500 Pauing and Surfacing
02600 Utility Piping Materials
02660 Ulater Distribution
02680 Fuel and Steam Distribution
02700 Sewerage and Drainage
02760 Restoration and Underground Pipe
02770 Ponds and Reseruoirs
02780 Power and Communications
02800 Site Improuements
02900 Landscaping
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Diuision 5-Concrete

03100 Concrete Formuiork
03200 Concrete Reinforcement
03250 Concrete flccessories

03300 Cast-in-Place Concrete
03370 Concrete Curing
03400 Precast Concrete
03500 Cementitious Decks and Toppings
03600 Grout
03700 Concrete Restoration and Cleaning
03800 Mass Concrete

Diuision 4-Masonry

04100 Mortar and Masonry Grout
04150 Masonry Rccessories
04200 Unit Masonry
04400 Stone
04500 Masonry Restoration and Cleaning
04550 Refractories
04600 Corrosion Resistant Masonry
04700 Simulated Masonry

Diuision 5-Metals

05010 Metal Materials
05030 Metal Coatings
05050 Metal Fastening
05100 Structural Metal Framing
05200 Metal Joists
05300 Metal Decking
05400 Cold Formed Metal Framing
05500 Metal Fabrications
05580 Sheet Metal Fabrications
05700 Ornamental Metal
05800 EKpansion Control
05900 Hydraulic Structures

Diuision 6-Ulood and Plastics

06050 Fasteners and Rdhesiues
06100 Rough Carpentry
06130 Heauy Timber Construction
06150 UJood and Metal Systems
06170 Prefabricated Structural Wood
06200 Finish Carpentry
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063BB UJood Treatment
B640Q Rrchitectural lUoodiuork
06650 Solid Polymer Fabrications
06500 Structural Plastics

06600 Plastic Fabrications

Diuision 7-Thermal and Moisture Protection

07100 UJaterproofing
07150 Dampproofing
07180 UJater Repellents
07190 Uapor Retarders
07195 Rir Barriers

07200 Insulation
07240 EKterior Insulation and Finish Systems
07250 Fireproofing
07270 Firestopping
07300 Shingles and Roofing Tiles

07400 Manufactured Roofing and Siding

07480 EKterior UJall Rssemblies
07500 Membrane Roofing
07570 Traffic Coatings
07600 Flashing and Sheet Metal
07700 Roof Specialties and Rccessories
07800 Skylights
07900 Joint Sealers

Diuision 8-Doors and UJindows

08100 Metal Doors and Frames
08200 Wood and Plastic Doors
08250 Door Opening Rssemblies
08300 Special Doors
08400 Entrances and Storefronts
08500 Metal Windows
08600 Wood and Plastic Windoms
08650 Special Windows
08700 Hardware
08800 Glazing
08900 Glazed Curtain Walls

Diuision 9-Finishes

09100 Metal Support Systems
09200 Lath and Plaster
09250 Gypsum Board
09300 Tile

09400 Terrazzo
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B9450 Stone Facing
09500 Hcoustical Treatment
09540 Special LUali Surfaces
09545 Special UJall Surfaces
09550 lUood Flooring
09600 Stone Flooring
09650 Unit Masonry Flooring

09650 Resilient Flooring
09680 Carpet
09700 Special Flooring
09780 Floor Treatment
09800 Special Coatings
09900 Painting
09950 UJall Couerings

Diuision lO-Speciaitles

10100 Uisual Display Boards
10150 Compartments and Cubicles
10200 Louuers and Uents
10240 Grilles and Screens
10250 Seruice UJall Systems
10260 UJall and Corner Guards
10270 Recess Flooring
10290 Pest Control
10300 Fireplaces and Stoues
10340 Manufactured EKterior Specialties
10350 Flagpoles
10400 Identifying Deuices
10450 Pedestrian Control Deuices
10500 Lockers
10520 Fire Protection Specialties
10530 Protectiue Couers
10550 Postal Specialties
10600 Partitions
10650 Operable Partitions
10670 Storage Sheluing
10700 Exterior Protection Deuices for Openings
10750 Telephone Specialties
10800 Toilet and Bath Rccessories
10880 Scales
10900 UJardrobe and Closet Specialties

Diuision ll-Equipment

11010 Maintenance Equipment
11020 Security and Uault Equipment
1 1030 Teller and Seruice Equipment
11040 Ecclesiastical Equipment
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11050 Library Equipment
1 1Q6Q Theater and Stage Equipment
11B7Q Instrumental Equipment
11B8Q Registration Equipment
111QB Mercantile Equipment
11 090 Checkroom Equipment
1

1

100 Commercial Laundry and Dry Cleaning Equipment
11120 Uending Equipment
11130 fludio-Uisual Equipment
1 1 140 Uehicle Seruice Equipment
11150 Parking Control Equipment
11160 Loading Dock Equipment
11170 Solid llJaste Handling Equipment
11190 Detention Equipment
1 1200 UJater Supply and Treatment Equipment
11280 Hydraulic Gates and Ualues
11300 Fluid UJaste Treatment and Disposal Equipment
11400 Food Seruice Equipment
11450 Residential Equipment
11460 Unit Kitchens
11478 Darkroom Equipment
11480 Rthletic, Recreational, and Therapeutic Equipment
11500 Industrial and Process Equipment
11600 Laboratory Equipment
11650 Planetarium Equipment
11660 Obseruatory Equipment
11680 Office Equipment
11700 Medical Equipment
11780 Mortuary Equipment
11850 Nauigation Equipment
11870 Agricultural Equipment

Diuision 1 2-Furnishings

12050 Fabrics
12100 Rrtuiork
12300 Manufactured Caseujork
12500 UJindouj Treatment
12600 Furniture and Rccessories
12670 Rugs and Mats
12700 Multiple Seating
12800 Interior Plants and Planters

Diuision 13-Speclal Construction

13010 Rir Supported Structures
13020 Integrated Rssemblies
13030 Special Purpose Rooms
13080 Sound, Uibration, and Seismic Control
13090 Nuclear Reactors
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1312B Pre-Engineered Structures
13150 Rquatic Facilities

13175 Ice Rinks
13180 Site Constructed Incinerators
13185 Kennels and Rnimal Shelters
13200 Liquid and Gas Storage Tanks
13220 Filter Underdrains and Media
13230 Digester Couers and Rppurtenances
13240 Oxygenation Systems
13260 Sludge Conditioning Systems
13300 Utility Control Systems
13400 Industrial and Process Control Systems
13500 Recording Instrumentation
13550 Transportation Control instrumentation
13600 Solar Energy Systems
13700 UJind Energy Systems
13750 Cogeneration Systems
13800 Building Rutomation Systems
13900 Fire Suppression and Superuisory Systems
13950 Special Security Construction

Diuision t4-Conueylng Systems

14100





Diuision





Foundation consists of 3 1/2 inches concrete mat ouer 6 inches broken
stone. Trenches pitched to drain underneath brolcen stone (See liius. 39).

UJright indicated the follouiing in final plans, "bottoms of all broken

stone trenches are pitched to drain water away from building. "^^

Subsurface inuestigations may be necessary if water is detected at or

near foundation. UJater directly beneath foundation in broken stone may
Indicate partly or wholly-obstructed trench. ^'^

See also Sewerage and Drainage (Q27QB).

Demolition

02050

Remoual of existing structures on a site prior to new construction.
Currently not applicable.

Site Preparation

12100

Excauation, grading, filling. The following was indicated by UJright in

final plans: 1) Remoue trees, rocks and other obstacles on building site

prior to construction. 2) Remoue siK-inch layer of topsoil on building site

prior to construction.^^

Dewatering

02140

Remoual of water from a site prior to eKcauation work below the water
table. Currently not applicable.

^^ Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry, Sheet No. 2

of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
^^ Methods of conducting subsurface inuestigations were not studied for

this report.
^^ Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for EKcauation, Grading, and Filling,

Sheet No. 1 of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Shoring and Underpinning

01250

Shoring is the use of temporary steel or timber supports in construction.

Underpinning is the introduction of new foundations beneath an existing

structure. Currently not applicable. ^^

EKcauation Support Systems

02160

Foundations dug prior to new construction. Currently not applicable.

Cofferdams

02170

Not applicable.

Earthwork

02200

Below-grade concrete walls were poured underneath the foundation of
basement and workspace. Both walls were poured against earth banks
(lllus. 55).

Tunneling

02300

Not applicable.

Piles and Caissons

02350

Deuices used to support temporary foundations at construction sites on
or near bodies of water. Not applicable.

'^'^ Edward Hllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (New Vork: John
UJiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), pp. 793 & 797.
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Railroad UJork

Q245Q

Construction on or near railroad tracks. Not applicable.

Marine lUork

0248B

Construction at or near a coastal site. Not applicable.

Pauing and Surfacing

12500

Rsphalt surface on driue and carport (lllus. 56). The driue and carport

haue been resurfaced three times. ^^

See Special Systems (16600) for electric heating system underneath

asphalt surface.

Utilitg Piping Materials

02600

Current conditions of piping materials mere not documented for this

report. This report recommends regular inspection of exposed piping

(especially iron pipes for corrosion and leaks). Replacement may auoid

aduanced deterioration and resulting damage to building. The high uiater

content of soil in the northeast, and typical cold meather conditions, are

potential hazards to subfloor piping.

mater Distribution

02660

The water supply for the Reisley house is a public supply shared by the

tomn of Mount Pleasant. The source for the supply is the Croton agueduct

in lUestchester County, Nem Vork.-^^

'^3 Interuieuj ujith Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.

^^ Interuieuj with Roland Reisley, Fall 1996.
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Fuel and Steam Distribution

12680

This report recommends regular inspection of fuel tanks, and yearly

inspection and cleaning of furnace.

Seujeraqe and Drainage

02700

Rgricultural drains 6 inches in diameter were installed in at least two
locations: 1) Footing of belouj-grade wall underneath basement
foundation. 2) Footing of below-grade wall underneath workspace
foundation.

EKcess water in landscaped areas of site may indicate partly or wholly-

obstructed agricultural drains. See also Subsurface Inuestigation

(02010).

Restoration and Underground Pipe

02760

See Heating, Uentilating, and Rir Conditioning (15500).

Ponds and Reseruoirs

02770

The Pocantico Lake and the Pocantico Riuer are in the town of Mount
Pleasant. The Kensiko Reseruoir is less than a mile from Usonia. There are

no charted bodies of water in Usonia itself.

Power and Communications

02780

See Special Systems (16600).

Landscaping

02900
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The landscape plan of the Reisley house site was created by Rrthur Ediuln

Bye, a Professor Emeritus at Pennsyluania State UniuersityJ^

Below is a partial list of plants currently on the property:

1) Juniper (lllus. 57).

2) Mountain laurel (lllus. 58).

3) Pachysandra (lllus. 59).

4) Climbing iuy.

Distinctiue stone features on the property include the following:

1) n retaining wall with a circular niche for tree at the west facade. R

tree planted in this location was remoued at an unknown date (lllus. 6Q).

2) R triangular planting area in a masonry wall at the north facade.

3) Rngled steps at the northern boundary of the property.

Diuision 3-Concrete

Concrete Formwork

e3iee

R system of supports used to hold the shape of poured concrete during the

curing process. Currently not applicable.

Concrete Reinforcement

(03200)

(Q32I0) Reinforcing Steel. Not applicable.

(03220) UJelded UJire Fabric. IDright's instructions for lightwire

fabric were as follows: "Concrete mat shall be reinforced

with 6 K 6 #10 welded lightwire fabric, whether indicated on

drawing or not."'^^

^^ Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
-^6 Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry, Sheet No. 2

of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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For weight and dimensions of wire fabric currently auailable

on the market see "Sectional Rrea and IDeight of UJelded lUire

Fabric," Edward Alien, Fundamentals of Building Construction

(New Vork: John UJiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 444.

Concrete Accessories

B325B

Not applicable.

Cast-ln-Place Concrete

03300

Below-grade concrete walls (See lilus. 55). Uiright's instructions for

basement walls specify that miK consists of one part Portland cement to

two parts "clean shard sand," to 3 1/2 parts clean broken stone or grauel,

with "concrete walls to be thoroughly puddled. "^^ See Earthwork (02200).

Wrights instructions specify that foundation miK consists of Portland

cement, sand and broken stone, integrally finished with A.C. Horn
Company colorundum floor color for concrete, and "Concrete floors shall

be marked 3/4" deep on lines corresponding to unit lines of drawings. "^^

Flagstone of hearths in liuing room, study, and master bedroom are laid

ouer a 4-inch-thick concrete bed.^^ See Fireplaces and Stoues (10300).

Foundations below masonry walls consist of running concrete footing 9

inches deep by 14 inches wide, poured ouer 16-inch-deep layer of broken

stone footing. 80

Concrete Curing

03370

Hydradtion of newly-poured concrete. Currently not applicable.

Precast Concrete

03400

^7 UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry.
'^3 UJ right. Instructions for Concrete and Masonry.
^9 UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry.
30 UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry.
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Concrete building materials mhich are cast and alloiued to set off site.

Not applicable.

Cementitious Decks and Toppings

Q55Q0

The surface of the concrete mat foundation throughout was finished ujith

a steel trowel and marked with 3/4 inch deep lines corresponding to the

lines of the triangle unit module. See Cast-ln-Place Concrete (03300).

Grout

03600

Grout on concrete was not studied for this report. May be applicable.

Concrete Restoration and Cleaning

03700

UJrIght's instructions for maintaining concrete floor surfaces were as

follows: "Ouer all concrete floor areas prouide and apply Hornlux' as

manufactured by the H.C. Horn Co., L.I. City, New Vork. After concrete has

thoroughly dried apply as directed by the manufacturer and allow to dry

ouernight. Prouide and apply one coat Johnson Paste Traffic LUaK as

directed by manufacturer and buff to polish. "^^

The Reisleys do not apply traffic wan or the eguiualent to floor surfaces

on a frequent basis. Roland Reisley says Mrs. Reisley prefers a slightly

dull finish to a high-gloss finish.

This report recommends periodic inspection of concrete foundation for

cracking, areas of faded pigment, efflorescence, and worn sections at

exterior with aggregate showing.

Cracking may result from freezing and thawing or surface weathering,

but at the Serlin house seuere cracking has occurred in the foundation
Inside that building. Michael Pinkus, the current owner of the Serlin

house, suspects that corroded raduct used in the underfloor heating

system may cause cracking in the foundation.

In Fundamentals of Building Construction, Edward Alien describes

weaknesses in concrete caused by aggregate: "fln aggregate that is dusty

or muddy will contaminate the cement paste with inert particles that

81 Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry, Sheet No. 2

of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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uieaken it, and an aggregate containing any of a number of chemicals

from sea salt to organic compounds can cause problems. "^^

Mass Concrete

038BB

Concrete mat foundation. See Cast-ln-Place Concrete {03300)

Diuision 4-Masonry

Mortar and Masonrq Grout

04100

tUright specified the folloujing ingredients for mortar mlK for masonry:
"One part Portland cement to 3 parts clean sharp sand. " Mortar mix for

footings is "One part cement to 3 parts sand, to 4 parts broken stone or
grauel. '" Joints of flagstone floors and terraces are "One part Portland

cement to tmo parts clean sharp sand.""^^ See Stone (04400).

The stone chimneys aboue the liuing room and study were re-pointed
recently. The work was performed by a local mason named Siluio Ruta of
New Rochelle, New Vork. Roland Reisley does not remember the exact
date of the project.

Reisley held a consultation with a conseruationist named Norman UJeiss

(UJRSR) prior to the starting date of the project to identify an appropriate
mortar type which would match the original pointing.

The RSTM identifies four basic mortar types. Recording to Edward Rllen,

mortar color has a significant impact on the appearance of masonry in a

building: "Two colors of masonry cement are commonly auailable:

light, which cures to about the same light gray color as ordinary concrete
blocks, and dark, which cures to a dark gray. Other colors are easily

produced by the mason, either by adding pigments to the mortar at the
time of mixing, or by purchasing dry mortar mix that has been
custom colored at the plant. ""^"^

This report recommends these guidelines for recreating original mortar:

82 Edward Rllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (New Vork: John
lUiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 436.
8^ Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry, Sheet No. 2

of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
84 Edward Rllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (New Vork: John
UJiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 261.
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1) Locate a section of masonry on the building luith original mortar. Using
a chisel or other small instrument, remoue a small section of original

mortar from an accessible surface Joint.

2) Through consultation with a masonry expert or laboratory analysis,

identify RSTM mortar type of sample. Determine sand type and if any
pigments were used in miK.

3) Recreate original mortar using approKimate ingredients and
proportions of miK.

4) Construct a sample masonry uiall, applying replica mix to surface
joints. Rllow mortar to set completely. Compare color on test wall with
original wall.

5) Repeat step 4 until desired color is obtained.

Grout:

LUhen used in masonry construction, grout is applied between ashlar to

increase the load-bearing capacity of a wail. Grout in masonry
construction was not studied for this report. May be applicable.

Masonry Accessories

04150

Rnchors, tie systems, control Joints, etc. Not applicable.

Unit Masonry

04200

(04210)

(04220)

(04230)

(04270)

Clay Unit Masonry. Not applicable.

Concrete Unit Masonry. Not applicable.

Reinforced Unit Masonry. Not applicable.

Glass Unit Masonry. Not applicable.

Stone

04400

(04410) Rough Stone. Masonry walls are constructed of rough-cut
granite (See lllus. 16). Recording to Roland Reisley, the
granite used for masonry construction in his house and all

houses in Usonia was obtained locally from a quarry in

Westchester County, New Vork. The color of the granite is
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gray miKed mith broiun. (For general uieius of eKterior

showing masonry, see lllus. 61-64).

(84420) Cut Stone. See Rough Stone (04410).

(04440) Flagstone. UJrlght's instructions for flagstone surfaces ujere

as follows: "Rll flagstone floors and terraces shall be laid

with approued hard local stone 1
" to 2" thick, in the

predominance of large flat surfaces. Stone shall be laid on

sand subfill and brought to giuen leuel. Joints should be
grouted with one part Portland cement to two parts clean

sharp sand. "85

(04450) Stone Ueneer. Not applicable.

(04455) Marble. Not applicable.

(04460) Limestone. Not applicable.

(04465) Granite. For a description of granite used in masonry
construction in the Reisley house, see Rough Stone (04410)

Granite is a suitable building material for the northeast

region of the United States because it is non-porous and
resistant to water, making it durable when exposed to seuere
changes in weather.

(04470) Sandstone. Not applicable.

(04475) Slate. Not applicable.

See Landscaping (02900) for distinctiue stone features.

Masonrtj Restoration and Cleaning

04500

This report recommends the following guidelines for care of masonry:

1) Replace cracked granite with granite from a local source which is

similar in color and texture to original stone.

2) Use an arbecide to remoue lichens on oKterior masonry.

3) Inspect all masonry for efflorescence. Efflorescence is a white
powdery substance which accumulates on a brick, stone, or concrete
surface when water-soluble salts inherent in the masonry are deposited

on the surface as salt crystals during euaporation. Persistent

85 Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry, Sheet No. 2,

Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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efflorescence usually indicates water penetration into masonry
structure.

Recording to Edward Rllen, "Most forms of efflorescence that form soon
after the completion of construction are easily remoued with water and a

brush...Efflorescence that forms for the first time after a period of years
is an indication that water has recently begun to enter the wall, and can
only be controlled by inuestigating and correcting the source of

leakage. "86

lUhile efflorescence is not a serious problem at the Reisley house, it is

seuere at the Serlin house.

Refractories

B4550

(04555)

(04565)

Flue Liners. Heat-resistant clay used in brick chimneys. None
currently in place (confirmation needed).

Firebrick. Heat-resistant bricks used to line a fireplace
cauity. Not applicable.

Corrosion Resistant Masonri)

04600

Not applicable.

Simulated Masonry

04700

Not applicable.

Diuision 5-Metals

Metal Materials

05010

See Flashing and Sheet Metal (07600).

86 Edward Rllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (New Vork: John
UJiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 337.
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Metal Coatings

05050

Usually pertains to electroplating metal luith chromium to create a

reflectiue surface. Metal fittings for hardware are sometimes
"chromed.

"

UJright chose brass fittings for the hardware in the Reisley house. See
Hardware (08700). Metal coatings on hardware is therefore not
applicable.

Metal coatings are also applied in the form of cadmium finishes on steel

components for preuenting corrosion. Sheet metal in the roof may be
treated with cadmium, although this is not presently known.

Metal Fastening

05050

For opening and closing deuices (e.g. hinges, bolts, fasteners, locks, pulls,

catches, knobs, etc.) see Hardware (08700).

Structural Metal Framing

05100

For description of reinforced decking in west balcony see UJood and Metal

Systems (06150).

Metal Joists

05200

Usually pertains to steel framing in multi-story buildings. Not applicable.

Metal Decking

05500

See Wood and Metal Systems (06150).
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Cold Formed Metal Framing

05400

Framing components rolled or bent at temperatures iDhich cause material,

usually steel, to lose its plasticity. Not applicable.

Metal Fabrications

05500

Steel joining members, e.g. riuets and bolts. Not applicable.

Sheet Metal Fabrications

05580

See Flashing and Sheet Metal (07600).

Ornamental Metal

05700

Rs originally conceiued by lUright, fascia was to consist of a dentilated

copper strip. Rs executed, an ornamental fascia consisting of a cypress

strip ujith applied cypress dentils replaced the copper decoration for

reasons of cost reduction desired by the Reisleys. See Rrchitectural

Uioodujork (06400).

Expansion Control

05800

Metal components of a sheet metal roof which permit mouement caused
by temperature changes. May be applicable.

Hudraullc Structures

05900
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Not applicable.

Diuision 6-Wood and Plastics

Fasteners and Hdhesiues

06058

For luood, these are nails, wood screius, lag screws, bolts, timber

connectors, toothed plates, staples, etc. Rdhesiues are usually sealants

used to attach wood panels to a wood frame.

Rs specified by UJright, "Rll holes for bolts shall be drilled. ..all exposed
screws shall be heauily cadmium-plated or made of aluminum. Rll exposed
nails shall be neatly counter-sunk. "87

Rough Carpentry

061BB

(B61 10) UJood Framing. Internal roof structure contains 2' K 6' Joists.

Original decking in balcony at west end contains 2' K 12' joists

and interlocking 2' K 6' joists (lllus. 55).

See lilood and Metal Systems (06150) for description of
restored decking.

Rs specified by lilright, framing lumber throughout is "No. 1

Dimension Lumber (L.L. yellow pine or equal) subject to

approual."88

(06115) Sheathing. Board and batten siding. See Finish Carpentry
(06200).

(06120) Structural Panels. Ceilings contain 3/8" plywood panels
(See lllus. 55).

Heauy Timber Construction

06130

Usually fire-resistant beams produced in a mill. Not applicable
(confirmation needed).

3'^ Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.

6 of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
88 UJright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork.
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UJood and Metal Si|stems

06150

Decking of luest balcony became structurally weak from water
penetration and rotting joists. Original wood joists were recently
replaced with new pressurized wood joists inserted with steel plates for

additional strength. Roland Reisley does not remember the exact date of
the project.

Roland Reisley installed electric wires in west balcony soffit to melt
snow and ice which collects on deck aboue and seeps through balcony
structure.

Prefabricated Structural lUood

06170

Roof and floor trusses used in wood-frame construction. Not applicable.

Finish Carpentrif

06200

Includes wood components uisible on the interior of a building.

Board and batten walls throughout are constructed with 2" K 12" boards
and I" K 3" battens. (See lllus. 55).^^ (For general uiews of exterior
showing board and batten construction, see also lllus. 61-64).

Recording to LUilliam RIlin Storrer, boards are held in place with nails. "The
boards are not screwed, but nailed," he writes in The Frank Lloyd UJhght

Companion, "the holes filled with putty by Mrs. Reisley. "^^

(06220) Millwork.

Rs specified by UJhght, "Rll interior doors shall be 1-5/8"

Rodiscraft slab door or equal. '^^ Rs installed, doors
throughout are Rodiscraft hollow-core type, finished with
long cut or rotary-cut cypress boards. See UJood and Plastic

Doors (08200) and Special Doors (08300).

Exposed wood on built-in furniture includes the following:

^3 Frank Lloyd UJhght, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.

6 of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
30 UJilliam RIlin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion (Chicago:
Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 333.
3^ UJhght, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork.
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(B624Q)

(B6260)

1) Uiardrobe doors throughout (See lllus. 55).

Rs specified by lUright, "UJardrobe doors of 3/4 inch plyujood.

Rll exposed wood throughout including wall siding, fascias,

casings, trim, etc. " cut from "no. I grade redwood (or

approued substitute). Rll cabinet doors shall be 5/8 inch

thick approued plywood. Panels and edges shall be sealed

against moisture absorption. "^^ Rs built, all plywood on
cabinet and closet doors is rotary-cut cypress.

2) Built-in seats and open shelues, Liuing Room and Study
(See lllus. 55).

3) Buffet with cabinet doors. Dining Rrea (See lllus. 55).

4) Cupboards, lUorkspace (See lllus. 55).

5) Bed and open shelues. Master Bedroom (See lllus. 55).

Laminates. Composite wood pieces used for ueneer. Not
applicable.

Board Paneling. See Paneling (B6420).

B63BB UJood Treatment

Interior:

UJright's specifications for treating interior wood include the following:
"R) Fill all nail holes and small cracks and Joints in woodwork with pure
bees waK.... C) Rll OKterior wood shall be treated with one coat Durable
UJoods EKterior Finish' as manufactured by Breinig Brothers, Inc., Hoboken,
New Jersey (or equal). Rpply according to directions of manufacturer. D)

Rll interior wood surfaces shall be first treated with a coat of one part
white shellac to one part denatured alcohol. Or if desired by owner, in

place of shellac, one coat satinlac followed by one coat of Johnson's

Paste UJax buffed to a dull gloss. "^^

Roland Reisley recently employed the office of Tom Gentle, a furniture
restoration specialist, to refinish a free-standing bureau in the master
bedroom. Reisley does not remember the eKact date of the project.

^2 Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.

6 of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.

^3 Frank Lloyd UJright, Specifications for Painting and Finishing, Sheet No.
4 of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951. B and E

were eKcluded here because they do not pertain to LUood Treatment.
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UJhere affordable, this report recommends professional reflnishing of all

built-in and freestanding furniture aboue "home treatments.

"

Commercial waK-based products (e.g. Pledge, MinmaK, Murphy's Oil) can

leaue harmful residues on ujood surfaces.

EKterior:

Roland Reisley is currently applying Sikkens Cetol Marine Finish,

manufactured by Rkzo Coatings, Inc. Decoratiue Finishes, to areas of

eKterior wood on a test basis. One such area is the west balcony outside

the Master Bedroom. Rpparently, areas treated with one coat of the

finish more or less resemble their original appearances, euidence that the

finish in small quantities does not interfere with the natural look of the

wood. Recording to Reisley, sections which haue receiued one coat only of

the Sikkens appear the typical red-brown color of the wood, and exhibit a

dull, opaque luster unlike the high-gloss sheen of teak in marine uessels

treated with more than one coat of the finish. This report therefore

recommends occasional application of one coat of Sikkens Cetol Marine
Finish to eKterior wood.

Instructions for flppluinq Sikkens Cetol Marine Finishi ^"^

R. Optimal conditions for applying finish:

t) Ideal surface temperature range for application is between
10° C/SB" F and 35° C/95° F.

2) Rpply finish directly to wood surface using a long-haired natural

China bristle brush.

3) Rpply liberal coats in the direction of the wood grain.

4) Maintain a wet brush edge during application.

B. Sub-optimal conditions for applying finish:^^

1) Oo not apply finish in direct sunlight.

2) Oo not apply finish when surface is hot to touch.

3) Do not apply finish when dew is present on surface.

4) Do not apply finish in wet-weather conditions.

^^ The following directions were adapted from instructions for the care of

teak decks of sailing uessels which appeared in Practical Sailor (Vear and
month of magazine issue unknown). Complete published instructions are
auailable from Boatek Inc., P.O. BoK B, Haure de Grace, MO 21078. 1-800-
336-9320.
95 See "Rpplication Don'ts" in Practical Sailor.
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5) Do not apply finish when mood moisture is greater thanIS
degrees. (If precise wood moisture leuel cannot be determined,

apply finish only in dry weather conditions when surface is dry to

touch).

C. Instructions for Finishing lUood:

1) Measure total square feet of treatment area.

2) Obtain sufficient quantity of SIkkens Cetol Marine Finish based
on manufacturer's recommendations, allowing for loss of finish

from euaporation, spillage, etc. (One quart couers approximately 85

square feet).

3) Determine that the product being applied is Sikkens Cetol Marine
Finish, not Sikkens Cetol Marine Gloss.

4) First apply a mild detergent solution to surface using a Scotch

Brite type pad. Scrub uigorously. Solution should not contain

bleach.

5) Rinse thoroughly with clean water to remoue solution along with
surface dirt.

6) RIlow surface to dry thoroughly.

7) Sand area to a dull finish using 8B-120 grit sandpaper until a

uniform smoothness is achieued. Treat all areas gently and euenly.

Take precaution not to abrade surface with sandpaper.

8) Remoue surface dust with a dry cloth or uacuum.

9) Rpply one coat of finish no later than one week after completing
steps 1-8, to ensure that finish is applied to a clean surface.

Refer to manufacturer's directions for application tips, etc. [Do Not
apply more than one coat where manufacturer indicates application

of seueral coats for sailing uessels).

0. Instructions for treating wood with blue fungi or mildew:

1) Clean affected areas thoroughly, following steps 3-5 in section C

of these instructions.

2) MiK 4 ounces of OKalic acid crystals in one gallon of warm water.
UJash affected areas, applying mixture to surface with a soft
cloth or sponge.

3) RIlow surface to stand for 15-20 minutes.

4) Rinse thoroughly with clean, lukewarm water.

5) RIlow surface to dry for 72 hours.
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6) Hpply finish according to 9 in section C of these instructions.

Architectural lUoodmork

06400

(06410)

(06420)

(06430)

(06440)

(06450)

Custom Casework. Custom-designed cypress window
casements throughout.
Paneling. The walls of the bedroom extension, 1956,

are finished in birch plywood panels.

Stairwork and Handrails. Not applicable.

Uiood Ornaments. The only example of applied wood
ornament in the Reisley house is the cypress fascia.

See Ornamental Metal 05700). (For general exterior uiews
showing wood fascia, see lllus. 61-64)

Rll other ornament in wood is integral, such as the triangular

light recesses in the board and batten ceilings (See lllus. 30),

and the board and batten walls and ceilings themselues.

Standing and Running Trim. Door casings and window casings.

See Custom Casework (06410).

Solid Polymer Fabrications

06650

Not applicable.

Structural Plastics

06500

Includes plumbing fixtures, coatings, adhesiues, glazes, foam insulation,

etc. Structural plastics were not studied for this report.

Plastic Fabrications

06600

Synthetic materials containing plastics, e.g. roof membranes,
waterproofing deuices, etc. sealants. Plastic fabrications were not
studied for this report.
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Diuision 7-Thermal and Moisture Protection

lUaterproofing

07100

No special waterproofing deuices are currently in place (confirmation
needed). See Sewerage and Drainage (B27BQ). Recording to Edward Hllen,

"The substructure of a building is subject to penetration of ground water,
especially if it lies below the water table. ...Drainage is more secure than
membranes in keeping a basement dry and has the aduantage of
preuenting the buildup of potentially destructiue water pressure against

basement walls and slabs.^^

Dampproofinq

07150

Dsually an asphalt coating applied to a basement wall as a water barrier.

Not applicable.

UJater Repellents

07180

None currently in place (confirmation needed).

Uapor Retarders

07190

Metal, plastic, or paper membranes installed to preuents moisture
penetration into insulation. Galuanized metal roofing was inserted aboue
roof plaster and underneath roof sheathing (See lllus. 55).^'^ See Flashing
and Sheet Metal (07600).

Hir Barriers

07195

Rir barrier papers inserted underneath siding to preuent air leakage.
None currently in place (confirmation needed).

96 Edward Rllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (New Vork: John
IDiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 50 and 52.
^'^ Galuanized metal consists of zinc with a steel coating to preuent
corrosion.
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Insulation

07200

IDright's specifications for roof insulation were as folloms: "Roof
insulation of 2" Johns Mansuille mineral-wool batt-type, set into place
according to manufacturer's specifications. " Blocking, or indiuidual wood
pieces inserted at Junctures to improue insulation, were Installed in roof-
ceiling cauity as specified in plans: "Blocking shall be so installed as to

thoroughly insulate portion of roof space ouer interior building from that

ouer exterior ceilings and soffits. "^^

Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems

07240

Exterior insulation and finish systems are usually assembled on concrete
walls behind metal grids employed to support a finish such as stucco. Not
applicable.

Fireproofinq

07250

Material surrounding a steel component which preuents heat conduction
and spread of fire. None currently in place (confirmation needed).

Firestoppinq

07270

Use of wood or masonry components inserted into openings in a wood
frame to preuent spread of fire across the opening. None currently in

place (confirmation needed).

ns specified by iUright, "Rll ceilings shall be 9/10" fire resistance and
uermin resistance cemesto insulation or equal. "^^

Shingles and Roofing Tiles

07300

Not applicable.

^^ Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.
6 of Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
99 UJright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork.
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Manufactured Roofing and Siding

074BB

John Mansuilie red roofing was installed on the roof of the liuing room
wing, 1951. Roofing was replaced in these years: 1976, 1985, and
1991.100

EHterior UJall Assemblies

07480

Not applicable.

Membrane Roofing

07500

(07510) Built-up Bituminous Roofing. R built-up roof membrane (BUR)

was installed on the roof of the bedroom extension. The
material is a cellulose-fiber felt saturated with asphalt.

Membrane is couered with a 1-inch thick layer of grauel.^Ol

(B7520) See Manufactured Roofing and Siding (07400).

Traffic Coatings

07570

R walking surface installed for traction on a roof deck. Not applicable.

Flashing and Sheet Metal

07600

(07610) Sheet Metal Roofing.

Rs specified by lUright, gaiuanized sheet metal was installed

on the roof of the 1951 wing according to these instructions:

"Contractor shall couer all portions of roof with no. 24 GR

100 interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1996.
101 Two types of felt commonly found in built-up roofing systems are felt

containing cellulose fibers and felt containing glass fibers.
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galuanized metal. Uertical seams to ouerlap-Not left in line.

Horizontal seams lapped ouer and under 2 K 6 split batten, as

shown. Proper alloiuance must be made for contraction and

eKpansion. Rll flashing to be of same material. "102

Roof slopes at locations of sheet metal are as follows, as

Indicated by lUright in plans:

West Eleuation: Slope = 3 1/2: 12.

North Eleuation: Slope = 2 3/4: 12.

East Eleuation: Slope = 3 1/2: 12.103

(07620) Sheet Metal Flashing and Trim. Copper flashing was
installed at junctures of roof and masonry walls. IDright

probably intended the flashing to turn its present green color

from oKidation. Chemical treatments can preserue color of

unoKidized copper.i04 This report recommends leauing

enisting copper flashing in place at present. Professional

consultation may be sought in the future if remoual and

replacement is desired.

Roof Specialties and Accessories

07700

R ridge uent was installed on the roof of the bedroom eKtension to

improue uentilation.

Skylights

07800

Not applicable.

Joint Sealers

07900

^02 Frank Lloyd Wright, Instructions for Roofing, Sheet No. 5 of Final Plans

for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
^<^3 Frank Lloyd Wright, Eleuations, Sheet No. 3, Final Plans for the Roland
and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
^04 Edward Rllen, Fundamentals of Building Construction (New Vork: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1990), p. 594.
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fl silicon-acrylic compound was applied at uiindoiu sills in junctures
between masonry and plate ylass.

Diuision 8-Doors and Ufindoivs

Metal Doors and Frames

08100

Not applicable.

UJood and Plastic Doors

08200

ns indicated by UJright, doors throughout are 1-3/8" Rodiscraft slab type.

Rs built, all doors are Rodiscraft hollow-core type finished with long-cut
cypress boards or rotarty-cut cypress boards. See Millwork (06220),
Special Doors (08300), and Entrances and Storefronts (08400).

Door schedule as indicated in plans 105

T!L)pe Quantity Dimensions
R 1 6-6" H 2-8"
B 1 6-6" H 2-6"
C 5 6-6" H 2-0"
D 1 6-6" H 2-0"

(Outdoor Plywood)

Doors Opening Rssemblies

08250

Doorknobs, hinges, and latching deuices. See Hardware (08700).

Special Doors

08300

Rll doors are hollow-core type, manufactured by Rodiscraft. Two types of

surfaces were used in construction of doors: 1) Long-cut cypress boards.

2) Rotary-cut cypress boards, also applied to surfaces of cabinets and
closets throughout. See Millwork (06220), IDood and Plastic Doors (08200),

and Entrances and Storefronts (08400).

105 Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.

6, Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Entrances and Storefronts

08400

The front door is a holloLU-core type manufactured by Rodiscraft. There is

also a Rodiscraft door at the termination of the bedroom eKtension on the

south facade. See UJood and Plastic Doors (08200) and Special Doors
(08300).

Metal UJindoujs

08500

Not applicable.

lUood and Plastic UJindoujs

08600

Rll window frames are cypress. See Special UJindows (08650).

Special LUindouJS

08650

Rll ujindouis oriyinal to the house were custom-cut from 1/4 inch polished

plate glass. See Glazing (08800).

LUindoui types include the following:

1) Orthogonal windows below ceiling leuel, top-hinged for easy opening
(See lllus. 39).

2) French doors (lllus. 39).

3) HeKagonal window in east wall of workspace, top-hinged.

4) Four square windows in west wall of basement, top-hinged.

5) Plate glass rabbeted into masonry (some examples haue mitered
corners).

6) Thermal glass. In c. 1982 Roland Reisley replaced all original plate

glass in the west facade wall with thermal glass (original mitered plate

glass corners were left in place). Reisley noticed condensation in the
study and master bedroom ouer a decade ago, but reports decreased
incidence of condensation in these locations since the thermal glass was
installed. The double thickness of the thermal glass and what Reisley

describes as a slightly purplish tone makes it distinct in appearance from
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the original plate glass. Thermal glass has an auerage life of
approximately IB years before fogging becomes uisible.

Hardiuare

08700

IDright's instructions for hardware include the follouiing: "Prouide all

finish hardware necessary for the proper operation of all doors, ujindows,
cabinets, etc., including all hinges, bolts, fasteners, locks, pulls, catches,

knobs, etc. This contractor shall submit to the architect a complete list

of the proposed hardware, including name of manufacturer, samples or

cuts of major features, etc. Such list shall receiue approual of the
architect before it is purchased. Rll hinges throughout the job shall be
piano type or continuous hinges of brass or stainless steel. Rll interior

doors shall haue latches (no locks) and knobs. Entry door shall haue knob
with latch and cylinder locks with mortise strike and dead bolt.

Bathrooms or lauatory doors shall haue interior bolts. lUindows shall haue
latches (two on each window) and pulls with hinges. Large glazed doors
shall haue two latches and shall haue suitable friction bolts to hold doors
in place when open. Cabinet and cupboard doors shall haue button pulls

and friction catches (or bullet catches). "^^^

Manufacturing status of original hardware is as follows:

1) Piano-type hinges. Currently in production.

2) Cabinet and cupboard pulls (See lilus. 31). Manufacturing status
unknown.

3) Casement window operators. Currently not in production.

4) Brass switch plates. Currently not in production. Roland Reisley

obtained replacements from a business called Renouators in

Conway, New Hampshire.

5) Handles on French doors. Manufacturing status unknown (See
lllus. 19).

This report recommends that future owners acquire reserue supplies of
hardware which is currently in place in the house and auailable on the
market, or auailable through special sources in limited quantities only,

whicheuer the case may be. Rll eKisting hardware should be documented,
and surplus supplies kept in storage in the house for later installments.
Components may be unobtainable in the future depending on market
auailability.

^06 Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Hardware, Sheet No. 4, Final Plans
for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Glazing

08880

Wright's instructions for glass and glazing luere the following: "Prouide

and set glass in all openings where indicated on drawings including all

glazed doors, windows, etc., unless otherwise noted. Rll glass shall be

set in R.C. Horn glazing compound (R.C. Horn Co. Inc., L.I. City, New Vork)

or approued [illeg.]. Rll sash shall haue 1/4 inch thick polished plate glass

of approued manufacturer. "^0^

For a description of thermal glass see Special UJindows (Q8650).

Glazed Curtain lUalls

08800

Not applicable.

Diuision 9-Fmishes

Metal Support Systems

09100

(09120) Ceiling Suspension Systems. Not applicable.

(09130) Rcoustical Suspension Systems. See Rcoustical Treatment
(09500).

Lath and Plaster

09200

Lath and plaster was applied to the liuing room ceiling. Sheetrock was
used in ceilings throughout the bedroom extension. lUright's instructions

for ceilings were as follows: "Rll ceilings of plaster or sheetrock and one
coat of paint and miK....if sheetrock board is used on soffits and ceilings,

these surfaces will be painted with 2 coats Stronex or similar sand oil

paint mixture. Color to be approued by the architect. "^^^

^O'' Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Glass and Glazing, Sheet No. 4,

Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
^03 Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Painting and Finishing, Sheet No.

4, Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Ggpsum Board

09250

See Lath and Plaster (09200).

Tile

09300

The counter surface in the master bath is finished with white henagonal
tiles approKimately 2 inches in diameter. This report recommends
stockpiling tiles if they can be purchased, as identical or similar tiles may
not be auailable in the future. The maker of these is unknown, but
manufacturing information may be impressed on back of tiles

(See lllus. 53).

Terrazzo

09400

Terrazzo is a durable material used for flooring which consists of polished
concrete and marble chips. The Reisleys chose red terrazzo in the dining

area and bedroom OKtension as an alternatiue to the concrete floor

surfaces in the remainder of the house (See lllus. 33). Brass diuider strips

separate the units. Like the scored concrete surface of the liuing room
wing, the diuiders correspond with the lines of the triangle unit module.

Stone Facing

09450

Not applicable.

Acoustical Treatment

09500

(09510) Rcoustical Ceilings. Recording to lUilliam R. Storrer, lUright

modified the design of the liuing room from its first design,
making it slightly asymmetrical to allow for the introduction
of an extended ceiling which accommodates a speaker system
built into one corner of the roof.^^^ Roland Reisley reports
that the system is still operational.

109 storrer. The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion, p. 333.
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Special lUall Surfaces

09540

Not applicable.

Special Ceiling Surfaces

B9545

See Lath and Plaster (09200).

LUood Flooring

09550

Not applicable.

Stone Flooring

09600

Not applicable.

Unit Masonrg Flooring

09630

Concrete mat foundation is monolithic. Not applicable.

Resilient Flooring

09650

Manufactured flooring, e.g. linoleum, uinyl, or rubber.

Linoleum is a resilient material made ujith cork and linseed oil on canuas
backing ujhich became increasingly popular during the 1950s as a finish

for household floors and surfaces. Linoleum ujas used on all counter
surfaces in the workspace of the Reisley house.

LUright's instructions for linoleum were as follows: "Prouide and apply
linoleum on workspace counters. Rll linoleum shall be plain 1/8 " gauge
no. 1027 linoleum as manufactured by Nairn (or egual). It shall be applied

strictly according to the manufacturer's specifications. In case of

counter tops prouide and install improued linoleum couer strips at all
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junctions betiueen uertical and horizontal surfaces and approued metal
sink strips around opening of sink and along the edge of the counter

tops. "110

Carpet

09680

LUall-to-uiall carpeting of cut pile, chosen for its similaritg to the gold

carpeting at Taliesin East, ujas installed in the hall, study, and master
bedroom in the 1951 ming. The original carpeting ujas replaced in c. 1989
luith a different brand. The Reisleys tried their best to replicate the

original, but despite the costliness of the new carpet, Roland Reisley

admits disappointment at not finding a better match for the color of the

original. Reisley also reports difficulties in cleaning the new rug.

This report recommends that future owners replace carpet when damage
from traffic wear, staining, or excessiue fading is uisible. Do not replace

isolated sections of carpet; carpeting should appear uniform.

Special Flooring

09700

For an eKplanation of underfloor heating system see Heating, Uentilating,

and Rir Conditioning (15500).

Floor Treatment

09780

See Concrete Restoration and Cleaning (03700).

Special Coatings

09800

liiright's instructions for carpentry and millujork indicate that welded
connections throughout are painted with one coat of approued lead and

oil paint. 1 ^ ^

ii'^ Frank Lloyd lUright, Specifications for Linoleum, Sheet No. 4 of Final

Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.m Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.

6, Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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UJright's instructions for care of linoleum were as follouis: "To all counter
tops apply 'Plasticoat' (or equal) as directed by manufacturer, after which

WBH as other ujood surfaces."^ ^^

See also Concrete Restoration and Cleaning (B37BB) and IDood Treatment
(06300).

Painting

09900

(09910) EKterior Painting. Not applicable.

(09920) Interior Painting. The sheetrock board used on soffits and
ceilings in the bedroom OKtension was finished with an
oil paint mixture. See Special Ceiling Surfaces (09545).

(09930) Transparent Finishes. UJright's instructions were:

1) Use Durable UJoods OKterior finish, Breinig Brothers, on all

exterior wood.

2) Use shellac and denatured alcohol, or satinlac, on all

interior wood.

See UJood Treatment, Interior and EKterior (06300).

LUall Couerinqs

09950

UJall decoration is integral with structure. Not applicable.

Diuision IB-Specialties

Uisual Display Boards

10100

Not applicable.

^^2 Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Linoleum, Sheet No. 4, Final Plans
for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Compartments and Cubicles

10150

Built-in plywood cabinets with piano type hinges throughout. See

Milluiork (06220) and Hardware (08700).

Built-in closet in carport (See lllus. 35).

Louuers and Uents

10200

See Roof Specialties and Rccessories (07700).

Grilles and Screens

10240

The screens on the French doors throughout the house were designed by

Dauid Menken, the founding architect of Usonia. Henken, a designer of

lighting fiKtures also, takes credit for the fluorescent lights in the

master bath. See Lighting (16500).^ ^^

Seruice llJall Sustems

10250

Not applicable.

LUall and Corner Guards

10260

Strips of metal or plastic applied to wall corners. None currently in place.

Access Flooring

10270

R raised floor with remouable panels concealing wiring, ductwork, etc.

Not applicable.

^^3 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1996.
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Pest Control

10290

Rs specified by IDright in plans, all ceilings are fitted with 9/ IB" fire

resistance and uermin resistance cemesto insulation, or equiualentJ ^^

Fireplaces and Stoues

10300

Rll hearths are constructed of rough granite. Flagstone laid ouer
4-inch-thick concrete bed. See Cast-in-Place Concrete (03300).

1) Liuing room (See lllus. 55). Dimensions of opening: 24 " K 16 ". Shares
masonry mass with fireplace in study. Roland Reisley says he considered
purchasing a flue cap for this fireplace, but decided otherwise for

aesthetic reasons.

2) Study (See lllus. 55). Dimensions of opening: 24 " K 12". Shares masonry
mass ujith fireplace in liuing room.

3) Master bedroom (See lllus. 55). Dimensions of opening: 48 " K 16 ".

Uiright indicated the folloujing in plans: "Note reinforcement of hearth

construction in bedroom."^ ^^

Original plans included a charcoal grille in the east wall of the workspace.
The grille was not executed, but a flue was constructed in the east wall.

The cauity is located immediately to the right of the kitchen entrance.^ ^^

Manufactured Exterior Specialties

10340

Dryer uents, exhaust systems, etc. Not applicable (confirmation needed).

Flagpoles

10350

None are currently in place on the property. This report recommends that
a flagpole not be introduced to the site, as one would interfere with

^^^ Frank Lloyd LUright, Instructions for Carpentry and Millwork, Sheet No.

6, Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
^^5 Frank Lloyd LUright, Instructions for Concrete and Masonry, Sheet No.

2, Final Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House.
^^^ Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
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uieujs of the eKterior of the building as lUright intended it to be
perceiued.

Identiftjinq Deuices

ie4ee

Magnetic strip cards and other identification/security deuices. Not
applicable.

Pedestrian Control Deuices

10450

Stanchions, portable gates for infants, etc. None currently in place.

Lockers

10500

Not applicable.

Fire Protection Specialties

10520

For a description of current fire detection system see Fire Protection
(15300).

Protectiue Couers

10550

R tarpaulin couer was recently installed on the roof of the Serlin House to

protect structural members from further ujater penetration and damage.

This report recommends use of tarpaulin on the roof of the Reisley house
in the future, should a temporary mater barrier become necessary.
Tarpaulin should be applied as a temporary measure only. Seuere damage
from precipitation will require remoual of plastic and structural repair.

Postal Specialties

10550

None currently in place.
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Partitions

i06aa

Partition walls throughout are constructed of board and batten uiith

plywood coreJ ^
'^

The fourth bedroom at the termination of the extension was subdiuided
with a partition wall. Originally intended as a playroom, the space was
redesigned as a seruant's room and walk-In storage closet.

This report recommends that future owners nof construct new partition

walls inside the house. Ulright created interior plans according to studied
patterns of mouement in central and auKiliary spaces. Subdiuiding
existing spaces would detract from the authenticity of their designs,

both aesthetically and functionally.

Operable Partitions

10650

Not applicable.

Storage Sheluinq

10670

Storage closet and wine cellar in basement (See lllus. 35).

Exterior Protection Oeuices for Openings

10700

Not applicable.

Telephone Specialties

10750

lUiring system and accessories standard throughout.

^'^'^ Frank Lloyd lUright, General Instructions, Sheet No. 1 of Final Plans for

the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Toilet and Bath Hccessories

Standard plumbing throughout. See Plumbing (15400).

Scales

10880

Digital bathroom scale in master bath (confirmation needed).

lUardrobe and Closet Specialties

10900

There is a built-in shoe rack in the front hall closet (See lllus. 55).

Diuision 1 1 -Equipment

Maintenance Equipment

11010

See Residential Equipment (11450).

Securitij and Uault Equipment

11020

The Reisleys may or may not haue a uault. For reasons of priuacy, security

equipment uias not studied for this report.

Teller and Seruice Equipment

11030

Not applicable.

Ecclesiastical Equipment

11040

Not applicable.
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Librarq Equipment

iiase

Not applicable.

Theater and Stage Equipment

11B60

For theatrical and stage performances only. Not applicable.

Instrumental Equipment

11070

For musical performances only. Not applicable.

Registration Equipment

11080

Not applicable.

Mercantile Equipment

11 100

Not applicable.

Checkroom Equipment

11090

Not applicable.

Commercial Laundri| and Drq Cleaning Equipment

11110

n laundry/seujing area is located in the basement (See lllus. 35).
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Uending Equipment

11 12Q

Not applicable.

fludio-Uisual Equipment

11 130

UJright cut a niche into the masonry of the south wall of the study to hold

a 27-inch teleuision set. H teleuision set of such large dimensions mas
not yet auailable on the market in 1951. Roland Reisley's work in the

electrical and engineering trade afforded him insider's knowledge that

the Raytheon Company would be introducing a 27-inch model in the near

future (lllus. 45).

Uehicle Seruice Equipment

11140

Not applicable.

Parking Control Equipment

1 1 I5Q

None currently in storage on the site (confirmation needed).

Loadinq Dock Equipment

11 160

Not applicable.

Solid lUaste Handling Equipment

11 170

Not applicable.

Detention Equipment

11190
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Not applicable.

UJater Supplu and Treatment Equipment

11280

The Reisleys obtain treated mater from the public supply of the toujn of

Mount Pleasant. See UJater Distribution (B2660).

Hqdraulic Gates and Ualues

11280

Not applicable.

Fluid lUaste Treatment and Disposal Equipment

11300

Not applicable.

Food Seruice Equipment

1 1400

Not applicable.

Residential Equipment

11450

Gas-operated barbecue grill on the north terrace.

Three sunken garbage pails neKt to the driue at the mest facade, at the

approach to the carport on the right. Green plastic lids are labeled

"Someruille.

"

This report recommends that a minimum of the following equipment be

kept in storage on the site at all times:

Manually operated fire extinguisher
High-pouier uacuum
Heauy-duty flashlight

Toilet plunger
Step ladder
Snow shouel
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Garden shouel
Garden rake
Garden hose
Heauy-duty broom
Hedge clippers ,

Fireplace equipment (shouel and tongs)

Home owner's auto equipment (Jack, air pump, cable Jumpers, etc.)

Unit Kitchens

11460

Custom-designed cabinetry throughout. Not applicable.

R cooking range manufactured by General Electric was installed in c. 1970.

The original cooking range was manufactured by Crossley. R refrigerator

by Sears Company is an original appliance.^ ^^

Darkroom Equipment

11470

R darkroom is located in the basement to the south of the stairs

(See lllus. 35). The darkroom was not studied for this report.

Rthletic. Recreational, and Therapeutic Equipment

11480

None currently in place (confirmation needed).

This report recommends that future owners store any large equipment
(e.g. treadmills, rowing machines, step machines, or stationary bicycles)

in the basement. Large equipment in the liuing room, study, or bedrooms
would disrupt the designs of these spaces as UJright intended them to be

perceiued.

Industrial and Process Equipment

I15QQ

Not applicable.

^^3 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
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Laboratoru Equipment

11600

Not applicable.

Planetarium Equipment

11650

Not applicable.

Dbseruatort^ Equipment

11660

Not applicable.

Office Equipment

11680

Roland Reisiey currently uses one bedroom in the oKtension as a home-

office. Office equipment mas not obserued for this report.

Medical Equipment

11700

Not applicable.

Mortuary Equipment

11780

Not applicable.

Nauiqation Equipment

11850

Not applicable.
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Hqricultural Equipment

11870

Not applicable.

Diuision 12-Furnishings

Fabrics

izose

Fabrics currently in place are all original. Roland Reisley says he and Mrs.

Reisley chose the fabrics independent of lUright.

Rrtujork

iziee

See Chapter 2 of this report.

Manufactured Caseujork

T230B

See Custom Casework (06410).

UJindouj Treatment

12500

Curtains throughout are a semi-sheer ujeaue of small, square-shaped

stitches. The material is off-white In color and course in texture,

resembling netting (See lllus. 45). Curtains are floor-length to bottom of

French doors, and hang to the sill on casements. The Reisleys chose the

material.

Furniture and Hccessories

12600

Wright-designed a dining table for the alcoue in the north wall of the

liuing room. After 1956 the table was moued to the new dining space In

the extension (See lllus. 36).
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UJright designed low-backed heKagonal dining chairs to accompany the

table, but these luere not eKecuted. Fearing high costs, the Reisleys

chose instead six chairs manufactured in Denmark (See lllus. 33).

R tuio-part hoKagonal table in the liuing room (lllus. 19) was made by

designer Paul Bechtold, who is responsible for the Guggenheim Pauilion

House.^^9 Recording to Reisley, Bechtold also fabricated the teak tops on

furniture throughout the liuing room and dining area. The ueneer consists

of a 1/2- inch sheet of teak bonded to a thicker sheet of redwood. ^
20

See Millwork (06220) for lUright-designed built-in furniture.

Outdoor furniture on north and south terraces is constructed of a sturdy

metal mesh painted black.

Rugs and Mats

12670

R gold hexagonal rug with a blue border in the liuing room was custom-
designed by Usonia resident and furniture and textile designer Mildred

Resnik, c. 1962 (lllus. 21). Roland Reisley says that Ronny Reisley was
influential in choosing the shape and pattern. ^21 Recording to Storrer,

the rug's sides are unequal, made to fit Wright's modified plan for the

space. See Acoustical Treatment (09500). Storrer cites Singapore as the

rug's place of origin, indicating that while Resnik designed it, it may haue

been fabricated abroad.^ 22

Multiple Seating

12700

Built-in seats with open shelues in the liuing room and study are multiple

seats. UJright modified the plan for the built-in seat in the liuing room,

which was originally designed as a couch with one cushion. Preferring

multiple seating, the Reisleys asked Wright to reuise the design. The

piece was constructed with 2 plywood partitions, creating a tripartite

seat. (Illus.s 23 & 27).

^^3 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997. The extent of Paul

Bechtold's inuoluement in the design the Pauilion House was not

confirmed for this report.

^20 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
^21 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
T22 luiiijam RIlin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd UJright Companion (Chicago:

Uniuersity of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 333.
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R room diuider Luith moueable built-in seat by Mildred Resnik separates

the dining area from the liuing room. This is also a multiple seat (lllus. 25

& 26).

Interior Plants and Planters

12800

Most large plants throughout the house are kept in baskets or clay pots

(No image auailable).

Diuision 13-Special Construction

Rir Supported Structures

13010

Not applicable.

Integrated Rssemblies

13020

Not applicable.

Special Purpose Rooms

13030

Darkroom in basement. See Darkroom Equipment (11470).

Sound. Uibration. and Seismic Control

13080

The Reisley house is not located in a seismic zone. Not applicable.

Radiation Protection

13090

Not applicable.
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Nuclear Reactors

13100

Not applicable.

Pre-Enqineered Structures

13120

Not applicable.

Aquatic Facilities

13150

None currently in place.

This report recommends that future owners not build aquatic facilities,

e.g. an aboue-ground swimming pool, a below-ground swimming pool, a
children's pool, or a Jacuzzi, on the property. Such features would
interfere with uiews of the land as UJright intended it to be perceiued,
and detract from the authenticity of the landscape as a design by Rrthur
Edwin Bye. See Landscaping (02900).

Ice Rinks

13175

Not applicable.

Site Constructed Incinerators

13180

None currently in place.

Kennels and Rnimal Shelters

13185

UJright designed dog houses for some properties. R dog house was not
designed for the Reisley house.
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Liquid and Gas Storage Tanks

13200

Not identified for this report.

Digester Couers and Appurtenances

I323B

Not identified for this report.

OKggenation Sgstems

13240

Not identified for this report.

Sludge Conditioning Sgstems

1326B

Not applicable.

Utilitg Control Sgstems

13300

Not identified for this report.

Industrial and Process Control Sustems

13400

Not applicable.

Recording Instrumentation

13500

Not applicable.
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Solar Energu Sustems

13600

None currently in place (confirmation is needed that solar panels were not
installed at any location throughout the house).

LUind Energu Sustems

13700

None currently in place.

Coqeneration Systems

13750

Not identified for this report.

Building Rutomation Systems

13800

Not identified for this report.

Fire Suppression and Superuisory Systems

13900

None currently in place.

For fire detection system see Fire Protection (15300).

Special Security Construction

13950

None currently in place.

Diuision 14-Conueying Systems

Dumbmaiters

13950
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Not applicable.

Eleuators

13950

Not applicable.

Escalators and Mouina lUalks

14300

Not applicable.

Lifts

14400

Not applicable.

Material Handling Si|stems

14500

Not applicable.

Hoists and Cranes

14600

Not applicable.

Turntables

14700

Not applicable.

Scaffolding

14800

Not applicable.
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Transportation Systems

14908

Not applicable.

Diuision 15-Mechanical

Basic Mechanical Materials and Methods

15B50

Not identified for this report.

Mechanical Insulation

1525B

Not identified for this report.

Fire Protection

153BB

The fire detection system currently in place was manufactured by First

HIert. The system mas installed in 1994.

Plumbing

154BB

UJriyht's instructions for plumbing indicate that the folloujing was
installed:

1) Hot and cold water supply.

2) Sanitary drainage and sewerage disposal in conformance with
local and state ordinances.

3) Hot and cold water pipes of galuanized iron or cast iron fittings.

4) Drainage pipes 6'-B" installed within or under the house. See
Sewerage and Drainage (B27BB). (See lllus. 55)

5) Cast-iron drainage or soil pipes outside. See Sewerage and
Drainage (B27BB).
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6) For installation outside building to city sewage drain, a 4-inch

approued uitrified tileJ^^

Rll fixtures manufactured by Rmerican Standard, fls indicated in plans:

1) Master Bath. Left-hand corner Master Pembroke' tub, Persian
Brouin.

2) Buena' Lauatory, 20" W 18", Persian Brown.

3) One-piece water closet, Persian Brown. ^^^

The kitchen sink, darkroom sink, dishwasher, laundry tubs, washer , and

other appliances were chosen by the Reisleys with UJright's approual.^^^

Heating. Uentilatinq. and Rir Conditioning

15500

R radiant heat system was installed underneath the concrete mat
foundation. The heating coils consist of 2-inch diameter raduct' or

wrought-iron pipes with welded connections.

Rs instructed by UJright in plans, "Sub-floor piping may be readily and
conueniently filled with suitable anti-freeze (ethylene glycole)...in case

of prolonged shutdown."^ ^^

Until recently (1996-1997), the radiant heating system was not operating
in the extension. Roland Reisley suspects that corrosion in the pipes and
leakage may account for the failure.

Reisley had success repairing the heat with a boiler liquid manufactured
by Hercules Posaic of New Jersey, which contains a silicon-based stop-
leak compound. Reisley pumped the liquid directly into the pipes at non-

functional locations. To date, the treatment has corrected the failure.^
^'^

R system of central air conditioning was installed in the crawl space in

the early 196Qs.^28

^23 Frank Lloyd UJright, Instructions for Plumbing, Sheet No. 7, Final Plans

for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
^24 UJright, Instructions for Plumbing.
125 Ibid.

126 Frank Lloyd UJright, Specifications for Heating, Sheet No. 7, Final Plans
for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
12^ Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Fall 1996.
128 Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1996.
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Heat Generation

1555B

Utilities include the following:

1) Hot luater storage tank of galuanized steel. Fifty-gallon

capacityJ29

2) Rutomatic oil-fired boiler. Net output capacity not less than
200,000 BTU/hour. Hot mater heating coils and burner are built-

in. 130

3) Fuel oil storage tank of copper and steel. Eighteen inches belouj

ground. One-thousand gallon capacity. (Tanks are no longer located

underground in site plans, as this constitutes a fire hazard).

Refrigeration

15650

The refrigerator in the workspace, a first-generation appliance, was
manufactured by Sears Company.

Heat Transfer

15750

Not identified for this report.

Rir Handling

15850

Not identified for this report.

Rir Distribution

15950

Not identified for this report.

12^ Frank Lloyd lUright, Specifications for Heating, Sheet No. 7, Final Plans
for the Roland and Ronny Reisiey House, 1951.
130 Ibid.
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Testing. Rd.iustinq. and Balancing

15990

Room Thermostat: Thrush 2B1.

Relay Transformer: Thrush 200.

Diuision 16-Electhcal

Basic Electrical Materials and Methods

16050

Roland Reisley says the number of electrical outlets in the house is

sufficient. He has not reported any inconueniences in their locations.

Poujer Generation-Built-Up Systems

16200

Not identified for this report.

Medium Uoitaqe Distribution

16300

Not identified for this report.

Seruice and Distribution

16400

The electric meter is supplied by the electric company. The power panel is

located in the basement.

Lighting

16500

100-uiatt bulbs are installed in recessed triangular light boKes
throughout the house. Recording to Roland Reisley, this lighting deuice
prouides sufficient illumination and eliminates the need for floor lamps.
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Dauid Henken designed the fluorescent lights in the master bathroom.
Fluorescent lighting is installed in decks and under kitchen cabinets also.

The medicine cabinets in the bathrooms of the bedroom extension are

furnished with integral lighting. Lighting consists of a dual system ujith

translucent slots.

The remaining light boxes throughout the house were designed by lUright.

H triangular ceiling recess concealing a bulb is the most common light

type in the house.

Special Systems

16600

R custom-designed speaker system ujas installed in the liuing room
ceiling. See Rcoustical Ceilings (0951 0). The system was designed
exclusiuely by lUright, but Roland Reisley came up with the concept
independently.

Rn intercom system is installed in the kitchen and one bedroom in the
extension.

R heating system of electrical wires for melting snow is currently
installed underneath the asphalt driue. Roland Reisley adapted the
system from similar systems used in concrete sidewalks and other paued
public spaces. The first installation of the system took place c. 1971. The
original wire was replaced with a different wire, following a failure of

the first system, c. I988.'0i

Communications

16700

The telephone wiring system consists of rubber insulated wire. UJright's

instructions for installing electricity were, "run under slabs on ground or
built into masonry.. .RIso approued conduit switches in wood walls."

lUiring throughout is colored and coded. ^^^

Electrical Resistance Heating

16850

Not applicable.

^Q' Interuiew with Roland Reisley, Spring 1997.
1^2 Frank Lloyd lUright, Instructions for Electricity, Sheet No. 7, Final

Plans for the Roland and Ronny Reisley House, 1951.
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Controls

i69ee

Not identified for this report.

Testing

16956

Not identified for this report.
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Illustration 3 5: Plan: Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wiight Companion, 333

/ Original House
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Illustration 36: Plan: Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion, 334

Plan of main floor, original unit
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lustration 55: Y. Futagawa, ed. Frank Lloyd Wright Monograph, VIII, 8
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